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Online révolution looms 

with the disc-free ployer 
by Tracey Snell A revolutionary new Walkman style music player whioh is being touted as the next possible music format bas made its first appear ance In the UK. The devioe, called MPMan, is e of digitally storing up te -■*— of recorded mr-!" '' 

tle as $299 (£187). Robert Lord, a sales agent for MPMan at ÙS software company Nullsoft, says the company has sold several thousand MPMan 

jding units to 
Privately some senior record executives are already saying that the player, or a devioe like it, could become the long-awaited 

However, the MPMan has one huge caveat - the MP3 technolo- gy it uses for oompressing digital files is used almost exclusively for music piracy on the internet. International record industry y the IPPI estimâtes there could be up to 80,000 infringing MP3 files on the inter- net at any one time. Recent inves- tigations t 

al and chief executive, says, "At this stage the MPMan has to be a ' jr ooncern and we are looking the légal " " 

Garnett: MPMan concerns offering pre-release recordings of top artists such as Madonna, Eric Clapton and Garbage. The i )f légal MP3 sites is tiny in first re 

One such legitimate use of MP3 emerged last week as US- based Hollywood Records, a divi- of Walt Disney, beoame the 

Top songwriters 
explain ail at ITC Graham Gouldman, one of lOcc's celebrated songwriters, will help bring the song theme alive at next month's In The City by revealing the stories behlnd hits such as l'm Not In Love. Gouldman and around half a dozen other top songwriters Includlng The Llghtnlng S III be si tlons at Interviews, whlch will be held over two days durlng the September 12-16 event In Manchester. Meanwhlle, Wall Street financier David Pullman, the man who created the Bowle Bond, will be speaklng at a ses- sion called Turnlng Your Songs Into A Pic. The Internet and web retalllng 
wlth panels Includlng Cyberleg- glng and protectlng rlghts on the Hlghway. 

Top London job 
goes to Cohell A deoade after joining London Records, Laurie Cokell is taklng over as managing director with a mission to break more artists. Cokell, formerly général man- ager, has taken over the reins from Colin Bell who is leaving to become managing director of Elton John Management. His élé- vation coïncides with plans to 
Hammersmith base in London to new three-storey offices In Old Church Street, Chelsea, in mid- November. It also cornes amid spéculation that Roger Ames may take the company to a new major home with the expiry of its deal with PolyGram. The company is currently enjoy- ing a successful run, with Asian Dub Foundation shortllsted for the Mercury Music Prize and Ail Saints enjoying Top 10 status in the US with Never Ever. are looking very good moment," says Cokell. He adds that he would label to be more innovât approach to promoting re 

3 
ds to 

achieve this, he is promoting head of TV promotions Sacha Cowlam to head of TV and radio promotions and créative manager Alan Parks to creative director, • Ail Saints International artlst profile, p23 

.-r 

Toplc Recordsjjgning Ellza Carthy has followed In the footsteps of her mother Norma Waterson by belng shortllsted for this year's Mercury Music Prlz'e. The folk slnger's Red Rlce Is one of two albums whlch have not yet charted to appear In the shortllst of 12, announced last Tuesday (July 28). The other 1s Proverbs And Songs by vétéran Jazz saxophonlst John Surman, whose record company HCM Is confident that he will now reach a much wlder audience. "It's golng to make a tremendous différence. It doesn't get bigger for us than the Mercury Music Prlze," says Steve Sanderson, label manager for ECM at dlstrlbutor New Note. "We've ordered another 2,000 copies of the album and I thlnk we're golng to have some great exposure for John and the label." Full story, p5. 

Warner Chappell cuts EMI's lend Warner Chappell put ir performance for more tnan years to eut EMI Music's le. ' ' publishing le le by m. m half du quarter. Warner Chappell's 100% claim of It's Like That by Run DMC Vs Jason Nevins, the period's biggest-selling single, helped it to a 17.8% share to take second place behlnd EMI, whlch regis- tered 24.4%. 

PolyGram leapt above BMG and MCA to take third place with 10.1%, while Sony moved from sixth to fourth place wlth 9.0%. Despite seelng Its lead eut down to 6.6 percentage points In the second quarter of the year, EMI enjoyed a resounding 16.2% lead in MWs first six-monthly pub- lishing figures. Warner Chappell took second spot with 12.1% and BMG was thlrd with 9.1%. • Full détails next week 

The new single 
released August 17^ 
Includes mixes by: 
D-Influence, 
and bonus track 
'Go Slow' [ 
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ON SALE NOW. ONLY £1 
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EMl/Chrysalls is hoplng to build .... strong fanbase the Fun Lovln' Crlminah carved out with their platlnum-selllng début by launchlng a two-pronged marketing campaign to support the group's new album 100% Colombian, released on Chrysalls on August 24. EMI/Chrysaiis senior marketing manager John Leahy says Corne Flnd Yourself, whlch sold more than 1m copies Worldwide, made many people aware of the New York group and the first phase of the campaign will incorporate press and TV advertislng and a strong retail campaign to snare them a gain. "The new album Is probably more accomplished and we want to make sure that people who bought the first album buy this one," says Leahy. The second phase of the campaign Is likely to include cinéma 
single, Big Night Out, on October 5. 

Trojan Soûls project new s fi le^ 
|l reçoive release George Michaers Trojan Soûls pro- 

was confirmed last week. The project, whlch began In 1991 and Involves Mlchael record- ing new songs with artists such as Aretha Franklin, was put on hold four years ago amid Michael's légal problems with Sony. Accordlng to the singer's cousin Andréas Georgiou, recording Is 50% complété and the album should appear "early In the next 

IEINICK TAKES NEW BHG ROLE Strauss Zelnick, président and ceo of BMG Entertainment North America, has been promoted to 

Méat le, Georgiou has resur- Hardback label whlch originally due to release the m. It will operate alongside his 

HMV reviews Capital link 

after Telstar online deal 

ceo of BMG Entertainment, Zelnick will report to Mlchael Dornemann, who is relinquishing the day-to-day ceo rôle, BMG Entertainment International president/ceo Rudi Grassner will report to Zelnick. 
BPI-BARD VENTURUfEEPSÇlH NAME The UK sales chart tetoTêtalii ' the CIN name, despite the passing of the charts contraet to the new Bard-BPI Joint venture, Music Industry Chart Services. At a Mies board meeting last week, directors decided to continue to use the CIN name. The copyright désignation on the charts in Music Week therefore reverts to CIN from this week. 
P01YD0R PROMÛTES FARQUHAR Polydor's acting head of international Alastair Farquhar, 

by Tracey Snell HMV is reviewing its relationship with Capital Radio following the London-based station's announce- 
an online record store in a joint ven- ture with Telstar. Capital plans to start selling CDs 
September 1. Initially the sites wili offer 30,000 chart and back cata- logue titles, which will be delivered to customers from Telstar's distrib- ution centre in Enfield within three days. This is expected to to 250,000 titles within Capital will also advertise the 

HMV Europe managing director Brian McLaughlin says, "One minute you think you're in some sort of long-lastmg sponsorship ; you find you're 
pointment that no-one at Capital told us aboutthis. Up until now they have been a first-rate partner." McLaughlin adds that Capital's move is "part of a disturbing trend" in the industry. "Because of this new channel [the internet] opening up, everybody overnight f 

position regarding Capital iewed at a board meeting next few weeks. "I hope 

be completely arse-about-face to have CD retailing dictating what music is played on our stations. We are very much a radio station first," says Capital group commercial director Paul Davies. "The reality is we've got two artists with albums out [Conner Reeves and Lutricia McNealJ, two FM stations and one AM station in London and 52 weeks-a-year of promotions to do." Telstar, meanwhile, is gearing up for what it sees as a major new business opportunity with Capital. Company founder and chairman Sean O'Brien says, "This is a serious online shop. It's not Just a case of browsing online and buying a couple of PolyGram products." O'Brien says Telstar's catalogue and distribution opération com- bined with Capital's "voice to the public" will provide a serious chal- lenger to US new média players such as CDnow and Amazon. 

UK concert since March 1995 when he performs at Wpmbley Arena on August 26."Speclal g'ûést will be Sly & The Family Stone bassist Larry Graham. 
CHRVSALIS FACES RA TEST Chrysalis Radio has confirmed it has no interest in buying Choice FM London following its £6m bid announced two weeks ago to buy the station's Birmingham service. 
is facing a Radio Authority public interest test because Chrysalis owns 100.7FM in Birmingham, could resuit in Choice moving into the nearby Heart studios. 

McDonald cruises on 
thanks to retail boost 
Focus Music International is point- Ing to huge TV exposure and a strong retail presence for the con- tlnuing sales success of Jane McDonald's début album. The self-titled release looked set yesterday (Sunday) to beat off a challenge from The Corrs' Talk On Corners to claim a thlrd suc- 

keeping a high profile in ail the retail chains." Initial sales were sparked off by a documentary on the BBC sériés The Crulse which starred McDonald. Screened three days before the album's release, It was watched by around 10m people and helped the record to début at number one. Other key TV appear- ances have included McDonald hostlng the midweek Lottery pro- gramme and slnglng on GMTV. The first single from the album, a cover of the Cilla Black hit You're My World, will be released at the end of September and a UK tour will begin on October 14. 
MUSIC WEEK 8 AUGUST 1998 

Tesco set to stock music 
in wider range of outlels 
Tesco is targeting lapsed music consumers with an expansion of its music retailing activities at its Métro, Superstore and Extra 

remaining 33 sites. Tesco is also planning to roll out 
further 30 Tesco Superstores Tesco: targeting 

around 200, mainly MOR, back catalogue titles. Tesco says ail 200 of its Superstores will eventually be fitted with these non-food shopping 

Brown further Tesco will be expanding back cata- logue product lines by 10% at its two 10,000 sq ft Extra hypermar- kets in Pitsea, Essex and New Malden, Surrey. These stores cur- rently stock around 500 back cata- logue albums, with prices starting at £13.99, and Top 75 chart CDs. A third Extra store is due to open in Cardiff in September. 



SEBMg" 
FACING A FORMAT REVOLUTION ^ Ask most senior executives about the biggest ■ problems facing the music industry and chances are that the lack of a second format to replace CD wlll feature hlghly on their lists. DCC - remember that? - was a disaster, while IVlinIDisc Is now maklng modest inroads but is years away from reaching mass exposure. So should we be getting excited about MRS and | the new MPIVIan player? The simple answer is yes. The pocket-sized player has immédiate 'sizzle' appeal because it doesn't require a dise to play digltal-quality music. And its internet link will be the key reasr why it may take otf - and do so more quickly than ' CD or any prevlous technology in the music Industry's history. Just think how rapidly Netscape exploded from nowhere to become (briefly) the web browser of choice. But it is the very nature of the net that also gives real cause for alarm. Online piracy is rampant and spreading because of MRS. The disciaimer on one MPIVIan agent's website - ■MPMan should not be used for any illégal activities' - Is plain cheeky: that Is precisely what many people will do. Frankly, there is little that the record industry can do about it. AU the relevant industry bodles are rightly attempting to use the law to tackle offenders where possible, but the scale of the problem may make it unmanageable. An alternative approach is to take on the pirates at their own game. By making in-demand music available in MP3 - at a price - companies could actually speed up the technology's advance and create a new revenue stream. It won't happen overnlght. But for once it is not overstating the case to describe its potential as revolutionary. One last thought for the people behind the MPMan, though. Please change the dreadful name. A]ax Scott 

PAUL'S QUIRKS 
INDIES: THE TIDE HAS TURNED Despite assurances from the supermarkets and music sales directors that expanding the retail sector would "grow the market", the latest industry figures indicate that ail they have achieved is a dilution of sales throughout existing retail stores. The Indie sector though, despite ail the gloom merchants" prédictions, appears to have bucked the trend and regained some of the share lost In recent years. The stronger indies should now go from strength to strength and some are even expanding and moving into areas of the High Street previously the exclusive reserve of the multiples. Others are planning refits and upgrading their stores, confident in themselves that they are here for the long term. The only cioud on the horizon appears to be the alternating hot and cold attitude of some suppliers. I suppose it's only to be expected in an industry where every company appears to have peaks and troughs, but sometimes it's difficult to understand why indies appear to be flavour of the month one minute and invisible the next. The answer could Ile with the growth of the internet. We have already seen some labels releasing product exclusiveiy via this médium. How long wlll it be before a major dlstributor sets up a retail site and attempts to eut out the High Street stores altogether? Some companies obviously think that their new releases and back catalogue don't get full exposure and would like to make them available directly to the customer. Let's hope they realise that if this happens retailers may feel that they are facing unfair compétition and react accordingly. 
The new joint venture set up by the BPI and Bard to manage I the chart présents an important opportunity for the industry to unité behind one officiai chart. If the true potential of one national Top 40 is to be realised we ail have to support and dlsplay the same chart in store. If we can achieve this it will be a step forward for retailers and should mean an end to customer confusion caused by some stores' fantasy charts. Paul Qulrk's column Is a Personal vlew 

Music strong 
Sony Corp's music division was one of the shlnlng stars in lacklus- tre first quarter results which saw the group warn of dipping net Income for the fortheoming year. The dépréciation of the yen - slnce last year it has failen approx- Imately 13% agalnst the pound - and strong growth from the music business group, which increased revenues by 26% to Y175bn (£758m) for the three months ended June 30 1998, helped Sony increase overall sales by 13.1% to Yl,617bn (£7bn). However, operat- Ing income for the same period fell 4.9% from Y97.3bn (£421.5m) to Y92.5bn (£400.7m). Sony Music posted a 100.6% 

as weak yen hits Sony Corp 

Operating revenue Yl,430bn (£6.19bn) Yl,617bn (£7.0bn) +13.1% operatihg income Y97.3bn (£421.5m) Y92.5bn (£400.7m) -4.9% 
Three months ended June 30,1998. Source: Sony Corp 
increase in operating Income to Y8.3bn (£35.9m) thanks in part to 

that Sony estimâtes it will improve sales and operating revenue for the year ending March 311999 by 5% Y7,100bn (£30.7bn). I ££îvEr?ndGr!ôoS 
SGtr™k"^d SVfaiiby y* «Si Wlll Smith's Blg Willle Style also respectively, partly because ut B poor electronics sales in régions The weakness of the yen means such as Asla and Brazll.  

Digital TV deal sees 

more MTV channels 

digital TV. The news follows a deal announced last week between MTV and BSkyB, which has agreed to carry the existing MTV, VH1 and M2 services plus the three new chan- nels on its digital platform. MTV has yet to announce the thèmes of the new channels, although dance music is likely to be one of them. "A dance ohannel 

Jther possible genres im ock and "pure" pop. B o confirm détails 

i the digital âge Bakker says MTV is also hoping to 

Interactive music TV channel The 

spring. Bakker acknowledges that some existing MTV viewers may switch to the new services, but believes the bigger impact will be in attracting new subscribers. "There is scope to corner a genre much better. We are also looking at packaging the chan- 

nels in a dramatically différent to MTV - the way we use ol graphies for example," he says. Bakker says the new channels also enable MTV to offer ^ 
J to put a figure on the r of subscribers for the new services, saying much dépends on the take-up of digital sets. However, he believes digital will be as big as the analogue market is today within five years. MTV and VH1 currently have the potential to reach 6m cable and mes. ; company Viacom last week reported b than expected results for the second quarter ended June 30, 1998. It posted a loss from continuing opér- ations of $3m (£1.9m) or five cents a share compared with a loss of $14m (£8.8m) - eight cents a share - the year before. Analysts had been estimating a loss of eight cents. Revenues for the period were $3.32bn ($2bn), a 10% increase on last year's $3.03bn (£1.9bn!, while operating profits, excluding extraor- dinary charges, rose 43% to $200.4m (£126m). 

PRS tackled on new 
data collection plans The PRS is coming under growing pressure to release further détails about the Impact on its members of fortheoming changes to its data collection and distribution 

At a meeting in London last Tuesday, the PRS gave a présenta- tion on the changes to the Music Publlshers' Association. MPA chlef executive Sarah Faulder says the meeting raised a number of issues which need further Investigation, In partlcular the changes to llve music distribution. The PRS Is planning to replace its slgnifioant venue llst with a scheme that will involve applylng sampling methods to small and medlum-slzed venues. John Cooter, distribution and data review manager at PRS, says, "We're very happy to asslst the MPA In furtherlng their under- standing of the distribution and data review recommendations." 

HMV overtakes Woolies as 
'most popular' music store 
HMV has toppled Woolworths as the UK's most popular music store for album purchases, acoording to latest BPI figures. The annual Music Buyers survey, conducted for the BPI by BMRB, shows that 19% of the 3,235 sample of music buyers surveyed earlier this year bought their last album at a HMV store compared with 17% who shopped at Woolworths. BRI research manager Chris Green says this is the first time since the figures were first compiled in 1992 that HMV has been market leader. Last year 14% bought their last album from HMV, compared with 18% at Woolworths. HMV Europe managing director Brian McLaughlin says the group has been buoyed by the results because it is "the first time since these surveys were introduced 

[that] a specialist n heads the list purchasing". 
purchases. The music buyers survey shows 25% of singles were bought at the retailer, although HMV, in second place on l» improved its share by__^ percentage points 15% of respondent at Our Price. 
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Virgin celebrntes hot-trick 

to hefld Mercury shorllist 

\ e vu s f i 16 

Rafi's Revenge by Asian Dub 

havebeenfomewhatdlsT^^^ Ro^wfWiinLs^îfe Tbru Â Lens Talkin' Loud, which won last year of entries and the emergence of 

wSie^r'^16 1)16068 ^ 4-Hero's Two Pages. ' ^ ^ ^ of ^the 12 nominated albums is 

SnEI5Sras 

operatlonal In September, wlll be 

SanTsCp^r—UK 

ligaiBiafl Sr, 

fm0§ 

H 'tiïi 

Majorstoadd video 
element to websites 

temEirTpnmjprto M artist 

rSHHc'SS 
showcase sectioli to its UK site (www.sonymusiç^.uk) within the 

Asda looks to Epos sales boost MCPS proseï 
•landmork'p 

;ution brings 
lirate victory 

theTndofthismonth. P * wlth the market as a whole 

MCPS is celebrating what it calls a 

concerning pirate albums byhe ff Epos at its autumn présentation to At the présentation the super- Pulp: pirate problems 

IIHP 
^Afterthe^ea^n^CPSanti-pira- S£HHiHrSi destruction of ail product," he said. 



BORDERS SEEKS NEW NICHE 

IN CROWDED MUSIC MARKET 

3 u 
. musio retailers have beoome rather sed to American chains trying to make name on this side of the Atlantic. 

only to be tollowed in 1990 by Sam Goody. 

Etc, w is third lucky for a US chain selling music in the UK. Despite the expectation which surrounded the other two US players, Tower and Sam Goody have se ' capture a significant share of 
"Goody seems to be static, hasn't expanded beyond its initial base, though there are expansion plans in place," says EMI director of sales Mike McMahon. Certainly, Borders' UK launch cornes at an interesting time. UK supermarkets are being particularly aggressive in their efforts to build market share in music retailing, while specialists such as HMV and Virgin continue to add to their store profiles and the arrivai in the past few years of new players like MVC and Blockbuster bas added to the extreme crowding in the the 

lïïl 

Joseph (inset) says 

LONDON'S OXFORD STREET - 3,800 sq m store over four floors opened last Saturday (August 1) with range including 50,000 music titles BRIGHTON - 1,550 sq m store over two floors opening at Churchill Square in September which will include a cafe and large magazine department GLASGOW - 3,900 sq m store opening at a five-floor A-llsted building, formerly the Royal Bank of Scotland, in November LEEDS - Part of the redevelopment of the city centre's Briggate, the 3,150 sq m store will house a range of more than 200,000 books, CDs and videos when it opens next spring LONDON'S CHARING CROSS ROAD — Redevelopment work now underway on Books Etc's flagship store which will see it expanding from 1,250 sq m to 3,400 sq m and becoming a Borders store next spring 
Richard Joseph has any great concerns about his rivais then he is not airing them publicly. "We don't really talk about competitors and our compétition." he says. "What we do is focus on what our 

few could dispute thaï Borders is bringing number of unique features to its stores. In addition to around 250,000 music, book, video, newspaper and magazine products i offer at its Oxford Street outlet, the retaile has installed a café which has a licence te However, if Borders (UK) chairman/ceo There 

I 

frican born and raised Joseph, hartered accountant, adds tha le 40-60 marketing events taking 
"For the past 10 years it's I 

if they feel they can 

irders. "We want to encourage people to end more time in the store," says Joseph, linting to the Oxford Street branch's ),000 music titles and 150 listening posts, ring visitors instant playing access to ound 800 albums. While the range is impressive, it is just a iction of the 250,000 music titles available HMV along the road. Nevertheless, Borders customers will ing live certainly have more time to browse, with the Oxford Street store opening six days a week ;n a from Sam to llpm, mirroring US retail hours. Johnson is confident this We don't really talk will prove popular w 

Neil Boote. "WeTI have t wait and see if Borders i distinctive enough to ear a living between the specialist book and mus 

customers, though Virgin about competitors and Retan s wnght is not so 
compétition. We want to adapting a US approach," 

focus on what our IZl^Z that- is 
customers want' - ioseph 100 ,a.te t0 make money 

Although it will be selling chart albums and not singles, much of its focus will be stocking an extensive back catalogue of specialist genres. "WeTe going to replicatf Borders stores in the US. It's the largest 

Borders' choice of locations has also been questioned by some industry observers, notably Oxford Street which is already well served by book and musio stores stocking in depth. e, Borders and its 
largest fo in the States and buyers, Bob Reamer, 

says Joseph. Virgin Retail managing director Simon Wright, who has just returned from the States after six months there in his rôle Virgin's aoting ceo, says, "From a US perspective they're 

rly worked torthe chain in the US, and Becky Harlowe, recruited from Virgin Retail, have been forging doser working relationships with the music industry. EMI's McMahon, who has of meetings with Borders, says, 1e stuff record companies like to hear; catalogue t, specialist areas of the catalogue.' w the industry and other retailers will to its pricing poiicy remains to be 
 J, Borders is remaining similarly it is targeting what Joseph secretive about its UK opening plans lature metnmor" ^.,w beyond the four stores a|ready annouriced (see box above), though with a number of branches already in the pipeline, rivais can be sure it intends to be around for a long time. Paul Wlllian15 

calls "the more mature ■     it attracting consumers who presently feel intimidated about going into Virgin and HM Creating a welcoming environment for T mubh a priority for 
BORDERS FÂCTFILE 

• Founded in 1971 as small independent • Currentlv opérâtes more than 200 
rAnn0Arboerarbvhber0

Utnh,VerS!rty 0f MiChigan 0U,lets f™541* ln the US)' haVinë 0Pened 
Borders y ' TOm and Louis a'ound 40 stores during 1997 

1993 to $2.27bn m 1997 Australian stores followlng this year 
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In memory of 

Pavel Smola 
29.06.1929 - 21.07.1998 

With his integrity and gentle good humour he gave the human touch to the Czech Record 
Business, also in difficult times. We will be always grateful for his advice and guidance. He 
will be greatly missed. 

[ÏÏERMANS HOLDING GROUP 

^^idcm latin, 

C0OL MfSlC. 
MIDEM. Ifs the business forum for ail the music from the Americas. And 
ifs hack in force in Miami Beach, USA, the music capital of Latin America. 
MIDEM. Live music, concerts, a trade show and conférence. 
One huge industry gathering to interface, make contacts, export 
product, showcase and discover talent! 
MIDEM. A heady mix of great sounds and sound business. 
Be there. Do deals. 

AUGUST 25-28,1998 MIAMI BEACH CONVENTION CENTER, FLORIDA, USA TRADE SHOW - CONFERENCES - CONCERTS 
I mcrica &( g aribbeaa 

HOT ÇC/SlK/E-Sl 

I 

For Mer information on exhiblting, attending or advertising 
use our Web site: http://www.midem.com 
or contact Emma Dallas on 0171 528 0086 or fax 0171 895 0949 
Reed Midem Organisation Ltd, 247 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 0AU 
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Ion Webster's column (Lel's take on Which? Now, MW, July 25) makes very interesting reading. I am not sorry that Music Week and the music industry are disturbed by our recent review of CD prices and our assertion that UK consumers are still paying over the odds. However, I am a little concerned that such a well-researched piece of work can produce such a hysterical response. Prior to the publication of Jon Webster's inflammatory rant, Music Week itself failed miserably to contest any of the findings of the Wi/chPsurvey of CD prices. at best, quoting the music industry as describing our 300-store, nine country, survey as 'wishy washy'. As for Webster's accusation that we rely 
joint across, in fact the 

ip by the média 
iarch ii 

The article was picked because like ail Which? rs comprehensively researched, well written and topicai. It is hardly our fault that the combined PR forces of the music industry appear to be no match for Which?. The Consumers' Association is a not-for- profit organisation with no other purpose than to provide information for its subscribers and campaign on behalf of ail consumers. Ail our activities are self-funded through the publication of Which? Perhaps it is time for Music Week and the music industry to acknowledge that the debate surrounding CD prices has emerged from the fact that UK consumers are fed-up with paying such high prices. While Which? research may have sparked this debate into life, it is the daily reality of high CD prices that is keepmg the issue 

Consumera' Association, 

lî ïï 

PUT THE JOLLY FARMER MYTH TO BED 

rutting Michael Eavls this slack? Would agents book bands in any forelgn festival where the worklng facllltles are so appalling? To read about agents havlng to dellver their acts to the stage In their own 4X4 vehlcles because the entire area is covered In crap cannot be acceptable. I could go on but anyone who had the mlsfortune to work there knows well enough how bad the facllltles are - only one production phone/fax line, no trackway, poor working entrance facillties, 
l've done this event six tlmes now and It's basically the same every time. This event happens is spite of the organisera, not because of them. The only way it works Is because bands and their crews work agalnst the odds stacked against them by Michael Eavls. It 1s not good enough for Eavls to say the event Is In a field and therefore when It ralns It gets muddy. It ralns in European flelds as well but somehow they manage to create facllltles which you can work In, where bands can walk to a stage wlthout getting covered in crap. As for spending £75,000 on drainage after last year, what did that cover? A few vehlcles with some hard-core perhaps. This event generates a minimum of £12m. It is a business opération, not a farmer opening his field 

M- 

once a year. Can we please put to bed the Idea Eavls Is a Jolly farmer. Glastonbury is supposed to be a premier event in the llve calendar. Isn't it about time agents (and bands) started telllng him that unless he improves hls facillties he will not get the bands he needs? Please can we stop pretendlng this is fun and do something. Kevin Hunter, 

Last week's éditorial, {MW, August 1) addressed whether Radio Three offers 'value for money' or not. The BBC is looking to eut costs, up ratings and compete heatkon with Classic 
Being a fan of radio, I know that pop music, quite rightly, gets huge exposure through Radios One and Two, Virgin, Atlantic, and an enviable network of independent stations right across the country, and no one would argue that the 

culture over the airwaves. Classical music, however, has Classic FM and Radio Three 
it seems that Radio Three justifies its 'whopping slice' of the BBC cake through providing a unique educational and culturai functlon in its commitment to live music, to classical and, above ail. to challenging new music that doesn't fit in a 'box'. And let's not forget its commitment to speech and drama. Those of us involved in marketing 

music are severely limited. Robbing Radio Three to pay Radio One may be good news for the pop industry, but not so good for ail those of us involved in the classical industry, Let us not forget that the 'chattering classes' (Radio Three and Four listeners who are licence fee payera), who may be 'up in arms' if money is re-located to Radio One, also make up part of our potential target market. Many of them do buy classical records, a market itself worth more than £65m last year. Mark Wilklnson, marketing manager, Philips Music Group, 
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U N K L E 
i/er-budget, over-blown and 
Wax's forthcoming UNKLE nce Rction bas seemed clo movie production ic rather than a re 

co-songwriter on each track), flnally released on August 24. Three years in the making, it remains Mo ' ' ' * release yet and one of the most eagerly- 

been created by legendary New York graffiti artist Futura 2000, who also designed a set of UNKLE character toys. Following the album's release in August, the first single, Rabbit In The Headlights featuring Thom Yorke, will be reieased on October 12, The single package will feature remixes by Massive At FIL 

SOUNDTRACK 
absence of compil: soundtracks are bigger f ~ - four currently sit Billboard Top 10 - but gradually being emulated 

to the number of labels pitching to compile OSTs. "The idéal projects llke Trainspotting and The Full Monty where the music and the film really work together are what everybody wants. We hope to make a 

album's three-year production closure of Mo Wax' PolyGram licensee A&M UK on the 

In 1997, the Top 10 OSTs in the UK sold struggle." a bumper 1.72m units between them, led b" u/,th n' Madonna's Evita and The Full Monty's Hot Chocolate-driven smash. Already so far this year there has been the Titanic phenomenoi - currently the third best-selling year, even beating Celine Dion a 
in October. Failing 
Bloodstain featurin, 13 Alice Temple. Mo V |f 1 has no rights to n release Ashcroft's 

difficuities posed by A&M's disappearance. "It's been very, very painful and difficult," he says. 'I was in America doing promotion last week and was having to get to know people at Island at the same time as organising this huge promotional campaign." However, both Lavelle and Finan are determined these obstacles will not affect an album which for Lavelle represents a chance to lift Mo Wax on to a new level. "It's a chance to step up, to reach a whole new group of people and to work with a great video director [Jonathan Glazer]," he says. Finan 1s dismissive of rumours that the album cost up to £2m or went ridiculously over budget. "It's no more out of shape than a normal record of this size," he says. The whole marketing campaign, which was eventually finalised last week, features a number of typical twists. Although destined for a mainstream audience, Psyence Fiction will be accompanied by the extravagant packaging for which Mo Wax has been famed. The album's artwork has 

Mo Wax's future is still unsettled. With its three-year deal with A&M/PolyGram expiring shortly, it could find itself in limbo. Although the UNKLE album is being released through nd, Mo W to the oompany and is bein opération at présent. Finan says, "Once l'm convinced the changes are finished at PolyGram weTI continue negotiating." There will be no shortage of other potential suitors for a label which is finally translating hip credentials into albums that can sell at a mainstream level. Virgin narrowly missed out on signing Mo Wax first 
contender, as is the new independent music venture being put together by former A&M MD Osman Eralp. However, much will dépend on Lavelle's attachment to artists like DJ Shadow and Money Mark, who will remain at PolyGram. With no décision likely until the New Year, for the moment at least Mo Wax's future is truly Psyence Rction. Tony Farsides 

The Fuli Monty, which is also one of the Top 10 sellers. And they keep coming, with Grease at number four in the combined albums ohart last week. Meanwhile, the much-hyped revival of the UK film industry means more soundtrack projects, let alone film productions, are originating out of the UK. Keenly awaited is the soundtrack to The Avengers, released on August 10, just before the film's UK launch. Although the film was produced by Warner Bros in the US, the soundtrack has a strong UK element thanks to the guiding rôle of top British producer Marius de Vries. Of those still in the pipeline, none is expected to be bigger in 1999 than the follow-up to Four Weddings And A Funeral being compiled by Island's Nick Angel for the Working Title producb'on starring Julia Roberts and Hugh Grant, tentatively called The Notting Hill Project. Equally, EMI'e soundtrack to the Film Four production Acid House will give the music industry another chance to inj British bands into the film mainstret 'It's become very compétitive in the past few years," says independent music consultant Liz Gallacher, in 

including The Full Monty, Gallacher Is currently working on projects as diverse as Kenneth Branagh's The Theory Of Right, Anna Friel's Land Girls, i of the Kate Winslett's Hideous Kinky, the Denis Saints Neilsen story Killing For Company and the Boy George/Culture Club biopic Take It Likè 
Nick Robinson, the EMI A&R manager working on the soundtrack for Acid House, adapted from the book by Trainspotting author Irvine Welsh, stresses that artists can reap the rewards. "Good exposure in a soundtrack does wonders for an artist's sales, although we won't be including EMI acts at the expense of the film," he says. Undoubtedly the highest-profile soundtrack at the moment after Godzilla and Lost In Space is The Avengers, which is packed with original British-led music and Stateside-funded budget extended seven figures, although that unusually high figure has not ' prevented it suffering the typical périls of planned OSTs. Despite reported difficuities with the film, Atlantic Records is hoping i that from the moment of the launch party at London's Léopard Lounge on August 17, it will be a raging 

Rrst and , the project by the input of one of the UK's 

Romeo And Juliet OST. He originally me with producer Jerry Weintraub to disous finding songs to match the film's images. "When I walked into Jerry's 
STEVEI 

LAMA ON A&R 
When I was writing a fanzine and, for a few months, managing a band, I used to imagine that the music industry was a party which I didn't have an invite for. It was backstage, it was free records, it was Mammon without a care in the world. But the mother of ail parties was going to be when we finally got signed to a major label which had bent over backwards to meet our every whim and folly. Once the signatures had been scribbled on contracts, in a boardroom that was a mile long and full of people in casual suits ail fawning over us, we'd casually adjourn to a fleet of taxis waiting to take us to the Big Signing Bash. Here we'd drink Champagne from minor executives' shoes and bore accountants senseless with our 

10 

ambitions to break the States. It was ail nonsense of course but it was a nice dream. Do bands still lust after this sort of thing? The answer is, not ail of them. Having recently finalised contracts with Island, Laptop's leader Jessie Hartman (formerly of US tunesmiths Sammy) promptly decided to give the whole signing party thing a swerve and stay in New York to write more songs. Good attitude. If I was managing a band these days, l'd rather get a free photocopier than a crate of wine. Meanwhile, Laptop's "by proxy" signing is a promising one. Afterall, here are a band who were dabbling with subtle Eighties influences before The Wedding Singer and Run DMC gave us an Eighties revival At the very least, Hartman's fabulous shirt 

collection will keep us entertained for âges ...Much interest in the Evening Session's recent Record of the Week by Edinburgh-based duo Scuba Z (calls and faxes both from listeners and A&R staff). The single, California Paranoia, is a scorching mix of beats and brass, with an almost psychedelic quality. It's on Odd Records, which will be issuing the track as a limited édition on August 17 in the hope it gets the funding for a full-scale release in the future... Finally, staying in Scotland, here's a little gem I picked up at T In The Park - Buddha Crush with a beautiful, fuzzy, swirling Byrds-ish song called Don t Want To Know. If you listen to tapes in your car, this is the one for that summer drive into the office. Trust me... 
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struggle fo 
New York office he said, 'I in the movies and I don't i of if," says de Vries, who A&Red the rt with Craig Kallman and Darren Higman at Atlantic in the US, ending up as executive producer, producer and an artist, What makes the Project particularly interesting is that by puiling in many favours he got a diverse collection of artists - Sinead O'Connor, Roni Size; Babybird. Grâce Jones, Annie Lennox, Stereo MCs, Utah Saints with Iggy Pop - to record new material for the album, when several of those names have not been heard from in years. The soundtrack also marks de Vries' début as a solo artist; his reworking of The Avengers Theme opens the album, hitting ail the right memory buttons while pumping up the clubbable syncopation, though de Vries is not keen for it to be reieased as a single ("it's not really me," he says). "The philosophy right along was that we couldn't just go rétro - it had to be more what that twisted Slxties mind-set would do equipped with Nineties technology," says de Vries. "And we tried to keep it as European, not Hollywood, as possible." Grâce Jones in particular takes the Shirley Bassey challenge head-on and triumphs with Storm, having written 
the vocals a week after Title the track was recorded Evita (1997) by de Vries' Avengers Full Monty (1997) house band, the Romeo And Juliet (1997) Rhythm Radio Science Trainspotting (1997) Orchestra. "We hadn't Men In Black (1997) even considered Grâce Space Jam (1997) until just two or three Pulp Fiction (1997) weeks before we had Trainspotting 2 (1997) to record the vocal, Titanic (1998) when I read an article Jackle Brown (1998) in Rolling Stone saying Romeo And Juliet 2 (1998) she had already been Boogie Nights (1998) offered the track," says The Blues Bros (1998) de Vries. Years represent year of release 
MUSIC WEEK8AUGUST 1998 

involved, it is cl cohesive album proved £ Vries as he juggled : matenai une i ne Verve Pipe, Sugar Ray and Size's tracks with original grooves and songs written especially for the project. And he found himself having to deal with typical problems arising from contractual obligations which have prevented the release of some first-choice potential hit singles. U2's Adam Clayton and Howie B recorded a track for the project, as did PJ Harvey, Radiohead and Jamiroquai, but their contributions - described by de Vries as "briliiant" - became unavailable following inability to reach agreement over rights, Meanwhile, Sinead O'Connor decided to hold back her original love theme to the film for her own forthcoming untitled Atlantic album, instead singing Ashtar Command's Summer's End. And Grâce Jones, the Utah Saints and the Stereo MCs could not be potential singles for a variety 

on further singles until it becomes clear how the film is performlng, The Utah Saints track with Iggy Pop will definitely be reieased in the New Year but it is still unclear whether it ' will be on East West or their Echo label, which has been waiting for the fili reieased to relaunch their career. Recording the score that ac film - in the case of The Avengers orchestrated by American Joël McNeely - plus new, original material that can be adapted to both score and OST is never cheap. As a resuit film producers go shopping for partners to share the cost in exchange for soundtrack rights. Film makers often argue that labels should absorb ail the music-related costs of a soundtrack project because of the huge sums that they can make from successful OSTs. To a degree they have a point. "Every time Pretty Woman gets a play on Sky, the soundtrack sales jump again," says Vivien Baber, manager at EMI Premier Soundtracks (soon to become EMI Soundtracks). "And we regularly re-promote for rental and sell- through video releases." But labels suggest music should be more than just an afterthought. "What the music industry needs to say is, 'Everyone agréés that if the film doesn't work the album isn't likely to'," says Gallacher. "We're getting involved earlier and earlier in projects, but that's usually as a resuit of the director or producer wantmg our input. "It makes sound commercial sense to inciude songs that give you the chance of a hit single, but having spécial songs like that in the UK is a rarity [because it is hard to find the budget]," she adds. Ultimately, the music industry's main problem remains its lack of control over what music eventually appears in the film. "It's rare for the OST to be more than a promotional tool for the movie. On The Avengers, everybody's mission was to make the music work in every context," says De 

S» lï® 
TOW 

IEYHES Seal's tondon-based 26-year.old brother Jeymes Samuel was last week signed in practical secrecy by Epic/550 Music in the > US to a worldwide deal. The talented singer/songwriter - whose pop/soul . material has an alternative edge - was brought to the attention of the label by manager Mike Dixon. j The deal was struck in a matter of weeks in a team effort led by président Polly Anthony and head of A&R Kaz Utsunomiya, but no material is expected until 1999. 
These three friends' self-produced, four- track sampler is set to cause a buzz among A&R departments everywhere, not least for their soulful harmonies. Mark (aged 19), Christian (24) and Ste (20) from Manchester, Wigan and liverpool respectively, write ail their own material and their live acoustic sets are reportedly impressive. Currently unsigned, unmanaged and unpublished. 

he had ended up in exactly the opposite position at the llth hour, when the executive producers decided to drastically r aesthetic re; 
a film and only one minute of Grâce Jones and 30 seconds of Ashtar Command and Suggs' tracks featured over the end crédits (Merz's track originally ran over the entire crédits). The album is now being reieased under a 'music from and inspired by the mob'on picture' tag. Whatever happens now with the soundtrack is anyone's guess. The album it as imaginatively compiled as any, with De Vries' mix of big beats and his suavely twisted take on the familiar offering strong marketing 

Mansun - Being A Girl (Parlophone) An addictive release which sounds like early Police (single, August 24) Steps - Step One (Jive) The fun pop LP of 1998 (album, Sep 14) Khadejia - Here We Go (Loud) Wyclef Jean and Funkmaster Flex share production duties on this newcomer (promo, tbc) Divine Comedy - Fin De Siecle (Setanta) Possibly the surprise album of the year for many. In a league of its own (album, tbc) 
rocked-up sélection of tracks from their forthcoming album revealing a new 
Faithless - God Is A DJ (Cheeky) A more than welcome return for this versatile dance act (single, August 24) Tina Arena - If I Was A River (Columbia) Another huge Diane Warren hit is on the cards (single, September 21) Billie - Honey Ta The Bee (Innocent) A stand-out track from one of the R&B/pop 

394,159 373,918 i Three Pyramids Club 328,703 i (reieased by WEA on 249,367 | September 7) became 174,651 i the best opportunity to 155,026 j find a Top 10 single 99,446 '! for the UK. The track, I 68,982 i Am, due for release on 71,836 August 31, v 50,387 19,738 20,135 
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of the week 

THE HONEYZ: Finally Found (Rrst Avenue/Mercury HNZCD1). The début single from former MIV Ones To Watch, The Honeyz - namely Heavenli, Celena and Niama - 1s a real beauty, 

BoyCryi 

ility, riding a laidback melody that dictivo on each listen. The song h: 10 B-iist status, and promises mucl > rightly achieved Radio more to corne. H H 
SINGLErei'/ews 
I.WV'V^'l ELECTRASY; MORNING AFTERGLOW (MCA MCSTD40184). These West Country boys have been steadily attracting interest since June when their indie/pop début single Lost In Space reached number 60. With Morning Atterglow they justify the attention with a ballad whioh has picked up a Radio One As Featured playlisting and TV exposure from the likes of The Chart Show. It's slower than * their other material and could be breakthrough. H H ROY VEDAS; Fragments Of Lif MERCJ504). Written by Frank Di 

it for novelty value. 13 H HILLMAN MINX; l've Had Enough (Mercury MERC5662872). Five-piece 

This was a record of the week for Radio One's Mark Radcliffe, and the band have supported acts as diverse as Alisha's Attic, theaudience and Hanson. Unfortunately, their Britpop style sounds slightly dated, so commercial success is questionable. EMBRACE: My Weakness Is None Of Your Business (Hut HUTCD103). Embrace to their string-laden 

their widely reported Abbey 

ur in September. sa MORCHEEBA: Part Of The Process (China WOKCD2097). Foliowing their spellbinding Glastonbury appearance, Morcheeba return with this laidback track featuring country-style steel guitar and Cajun fiddle alongside Skye's vocals. it is currently 

National Lottery snow as we., « - srld,^^sSs-pSiSg. 
the^îmited édition Blindfold, reached 56 - their Big Calm album recently went gold. and this looks like it could be the.r b.ggest success yet. H Q . DANNY TENAGLIA FEAT. CELEDA; Music is The Answer (Twisted UK DANNY1). A standout track on Tenaglia s cu"e ' album, this uplifting single blends classy vocals by Celeda with dassic house sounds and slices of the Candido disco classic Dancin' And Prancin'. Ifs currently ih the top 20 of the RM Club Chart thanks to mixes by Tenaglia himself, and new mixes from Deep Dish and Farley & Heller should further broaden its appeal. 13 H TUMBLEWEED: Third Degree Burns (Turquoise TQCD002). Featured on the new Children's BBC sériés The Famé Game, this début single was written by Charly Coombes (vocals), the younger brother of Supergrass' Gaz. Furthermore, it also has ï guidance of the Band Regîster's Peter 
fledgling la  how they corne au,—  détermine the resuit. 313 THE CORRS: What Can I Do (Atlantic/ Lava/143 Records AT0044CD 7567- 84152-2). Taken from their million-seiling album Talk On Corners, What Can I Do peaked at 53 on its First outing^in March. 
asnH's recent long-running Top 10 cover of ood Mac's Dreams, is produced by  i Out. The track lacks the warmth of the original, but Andréa Corr's vo— through th 
GALA: Corne into My Life/Freed From Desire '98 (Big Life BLRD147). After To 10 hits with Freed From Desire and Let A 

WITHYOU 

^  t half of 1997, the Italian .s'back with this single, in which a quirky intro moves into a funky chorus with a typicaliy pedestrian vocal. A pop-dance remix by the Sleaze Sisters ups the tempo, while the duo also provide a bouncy new mix of Freed From Desire thaf s attracting -Lib plays. However, it has received little . ^ yet. and seems unlikely to uccess of its ata  l'MWT'h'l D-INFLUENCE: Rock With You (Echo ECSCD56). After writing 
New Kind Of Medicine, the London soul act return with this close but 3 stirring cover of the Michael  ssic. Ifs typicaliy classy stuff, ....h smooth production only slightly roughened by rap interjections from JP. House and R&B mixes are forthcoming Mousse T. Their last single Magic reached number 45 in October last year, but this should take them much. much higher. H H JOHNSON; It Could Be (Higher Ground HIGH9T). This début single is an enviably simple tune, reminiscent of Del Amitri's Nothing Ever Happens. An acoustic-driven gem of a song, neatly falling somewhere between folk and soul in its influences, the gentle flûte accompaniment adds to the natural feel of the recording whose pleading, simple chorus alone deserves to win the duo friends at radio. 3 0 GORKY'S ZYGOTIC MYNCI: Lef s Cet Together (In Our Minds) (Fontana CD5662792). This second single from Gorky's forthcoming album is a world away from the brilliantly individual Sweet Johnny, which peaked at 60 in the UK singles charts earlier this year. Lef s Get Together has a more commercial feel to it, and is currently ■ on Radio One's As Featured list. It could attract a more mainstreamau^ lence t an 
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THE ALOOF: What I Miss The Most (East West EW179CD). The return of the haunted re song-based m IQSe's Sinking n, with Rioky Barrow's vocals taking centre stage over a melancholic backdrop. So far only Xfm is supporting this track, but by the end of the year ifs possible other stations may have realised they made a mistake by ignoring it. H H csesss 16B Falling (Eye Q EYEUK027CD). Falling is the third single to be lifted from the much-praised album Sounds From Another Room. The laidback electronics of the original are complemented by remixes from Two Lone Swordsmen and Deep Dish. t3t3 AGNES: Dumb (Island CID710572374-2). Agnes' take on Garbage-style guitar-driven pop is more effective than most. However, stripped of the production, the song has a hollow ring to it. Mot even mixes by Steve Osborne and Neil McLellan can save the day, although the sub-Mazzy Star B-side Country III shows a little more depth. 13 H l ' • I ALDfl: Real Good Time (Wildstar STAS2978). Teen mags have rightly taken to this Icelandic pop artist whose song could be a summer anthem with one of the catchiest hooks since Billie and B*Witched. Her cartoon crusty image hasn't been embraced by Radio One, but the label's co- owner Capital has had her on its Al playlist since May 15. H H WHALE FEAT. BUS 75: Crying At Airports (Hut HUTCD102). Part trip-hop, part gentle ballad thaï samples Neneh Cherry's Buffalo Stance, Crying At Airports takes a while to get into, but when it finally makes an impact it is a big one. With its soulful chorus, ifs a bit of a departure for the Swedish band. However, without strong airplay backing (ifs only receiving spot plays on Lamacq's Evening Session at présent) ifs unlikely to beat last single Four Speakers' peak of number 69. [3 H MARK STEWART: Consumed - The Remix Wars (Mute CDMUTE 213). As something 

Mark Stewart has gathered like-minded sonic anarchists fc ris 1996 Consumed tu Johnny Ultraviolence,1 

ALBUM/'eiMen/s 
I.WMMH THEAUDIENCE: theaudlence (Mercury/ Eileffe 558 771-2). After a string of festival dates leading up to the album's release - not to mention an expected Top 20 début with I Know Enough (I Don't Get Enough) on Sunday - the acf s self-titled début should be seen as a victory for both them and their label. Sophie Ellis-Bextor's vocals, best : stunning I Got The 

vinyl and CD containing acoustic and piano recordings, and différent versions of the 
week will also help. El H THE HORMONES; Where Old Ghosts Meet (V2 VVH1001652). Perky guitar pop meets angelic harmonies on this début from The Hormones. A wlde range of tunes, from rabble-rousers to gentle ballads, mark this act as something to watch, and traces of Big Star, the Beach Boys and the mélodie charm of early Beatles make this an enjoyable début, Given the right press and radio support they could do well. t3!3 SINEAD LOHAN: No Mermaid (Grapevine GRACD239). The runaway success of The Corrs has opened up the market for this kind of upbeat folk crossover. The 27-year- old Cork singer's second album is an 

□□□□m 
of the week 

work to come out of Canada, Brc From Another's bold collision of styles - hip-hop, indie, rap, R&B, drum & bass - narrowly beats ac such as Hinda Hicks, theaudienc and Puressence for album of the , So effectively 

tJM 

floaty vocals of 19.year-old Esthero partner Doc's musical wanderings - Latin-tinged, shimmery pop and the odd burst of classical strings even rub shoulders with a barder rap on the title track - that its appeal should prove to re yet to be released, but radio could 

effective blend of traditional songwriting with modem arrangements. B H  ES] HINDA HICKS: la (Island 524506). 1 This album of disco, j Seventies rétro and 
1 showeases Island's latest 1 R&B hopeful. Acclaimed producers such as the Marvin Gaye collaborator Léon Ware and Tommy Farragher (Mary J Blige) share songwriting crédits, and anyone who has enjoyed her Top 25 single If You Want Me or Top 20 single You Think You Own Me should be looking out for this. H H VARIOUS: Big Kahuna Kicks One (Kahuna Cuts KCUTS009). The Kahuna 

London's Big Kahuna Burger club, which, says Norman Cook, was the inspiration behind his Fatboy Slim productions. So it's fitting that this compilation of Ka' kicks off with a Fatboy Slim mix; it also 

Al PEOPLE: Fresh Juice (Hydrogen Dukebox DUKE046). Putting the funk back into the nu skool of British beatsters, Al People - aka Simeon Bowring and Matt Early - have concocted a heady brew of old skool trainer-rattiing. hip-shaking disco and breakbeats. Despite their low profile, their underground status and the sheer quality of this material has resulted in HMV charting the album before its release, while Virgin Dur Price has it on its listening posts. (33 ] I.IW'V..| PURESSENCE: Only Forever (Island CID8064). James 
| haunting with its sheer ' power and mémorable vibrato and on this, Puressence's second album, it is solidly backed by 12 ex songs. The singl 
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Be pari ofMusic Week's coveragefor the event. 
Our September 12 issue will contain a pre-convention spécial 

make sure you are part of it! 

For further détails call 
Music Week Sales Dept 

on 0171 620 3636 

ranging from warm and chunky to funky from label founders Dan and Kahuna (FC Kahuna), Fuselage and 

Releases previously reviewed in Music Week now set for release on August 17 include: FOO FIGHTERS: Walking After You (Elektra) (reviewed in July 4 issue) • MARIA NAYLER: Love Is The God (Deconstruction) (July 18) • A TRIBE CALLED QUEST: Find A Way/Steppin' It Up (Jive) (July 18) • KAVANA: Spécial Kind of Something (Virgin) (August 1) • TALVIN SINGH: Traveller (Island) (August 1) 

Matter Anymore which was due to go Top 4( on Sunday, are strong and anthemic, sitting 

Our scoring System 
Our scoring System gives two ratings: one for chart potential (in blue) and one for the MW verdict (In red). Ratings are from H (highest) to B (lowest). 

Heur new releases 

This week's reviewers; Dugald Baird, Michael Byrne, Hamish Champ, Catherine Eade, Tom FilzGerald, Chris Griggs, Stephen Jones, Sophie Moss, Simon Ward and Paul Williams. 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHflBTS 

SINGLES E: 

CHART 
COMMENTARY 

The monster movie Godzilla gave Jamiroquai their first ever number one a fortnight ago with Deeper Underground but fails to deliver a second this week, Puff Daddy having for the number two slot with Corne With Me. Based on Led Zeppelin's Kashmir - a track from their 1975 album Physical Graffiti - and featuring Zep's Jimmy Page on guitar, Corne With Me sold nearly 51,000 

SINGLE FACTFILE copies last week. The import édition of the single, which was number 75 last week disappears from the Top 200, unable to compete on price with the domestic release. Much the same fate is likely to befall Stardust's Music Sounds Setter With Vou, a French import which ciimbs 74^8 this week. With Boyzone's No Matter What also out today, Stardust will probably have to be content with a number two hit. by ALAN JONES 
est in Space among MARKET REPORT AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES TOP C0RP0RATE CROUPS TOP 10 C0MPANIES 

;he same time, Will Smith v celebrating his second solo SALES UPDATE 
90s except for Elton John, whose 7.1 is largely due to Candie In The Wind 1997/Something About The Way You Tonight. As mentioned above, Apollo AAO's 

astiu 
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THE OFFICIAI II K SINGLES CHART 

8 AUGUST 1998 TOP 75 

LOST IN SPACE 
LIFE IS A FLOWER 
FREAK ME O 

8 2 2JUSTTHETWO OFUS ^Cokimbia 6662092/6662094 (SM) 
B 3DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamiroquai (Kay) EMI IKay/Smith) Sony S2 6662182/6662184 (SM) 

10» 6SAVE TON1GHT O Eagle-Eye Cherry {Kviman/Cherry) Diesel 2/Warner-Ch Polydor 5695952/5695944 (F) lappell (Cherry) -/^ 
119 ,0 C'EST LA VIE ★ Gto w Worm/Epic 6660532/6650534 (SM) 
12 6 2 MY OH MY Univ. arsal UMD 85058/UMC 85058 (BMG) asled/Norreen/Di() -/- 
13 9 1(ITHE BOY IS MINE • Atianbc Brandy & Momca (Jerb'ns/Austin/Biandv) EMI/Bran-Bran/Famous/Hen AT 0036CD/AT 0036C/-/AT 0036T (W) chi (Jcrluns/Brandy,Daniels,'Jcrtiijis lll/Tejeda) 
14 10 5 BECAUSE WE WANT TO O InnocentSINCDZ/SINC2(E| Biliie IMarr/Paqe) Chrysalis (Rambo/Richmond/Page/Marr) -/• 
15 14 2TEARDROPS ^ z Fresh FRSHD 65/- (3MV/P) as) -/FRSHT 65 
16 = , IMMORTALITY Epic666I682/6661684(SMI Celine Dion with Bee Gses lAlanasieHI Gihb Bros/BMG (Gibb/Gibb/Gibbl -/- 
17 m :: BURNING Delirious DELICD 10/DELIMC10 (P) il -/DEUX 10 
18 aGOTTHE FEELIN' O RCA74321584892/74321584894/-/-(BMG) 5 (Stannard/Gallaoher) PoIvGranVWindswept Pacific/Sony ATV (Stannard/Gallagher/Rve) 
19 ' ]0HORNY •, .j . M T|R d |M AM:PM 5826712/5826714 (F) 3 T/Rennalls) -/5826711 
20 1 ̂  DEEP MENACE^ mie, mo CDFERN 8/MCFERN 8 (SMV/SW 
21 - s LIFE Des (S D ) S ATV tD /S Sony S2 6659302/6659304 (SM) 

CM CM 23HOWDOILIVE* CorbmieH LeAnn Rimes (W Rimes) EMI (Warienl it Label CUBCX 30/CUBZ 30 (RMG/F) -l-O 
23 » 7 LOOKING FOR LOVE O Kaien Ramirez (Souled Dm) Sony ATV (ThorrVWatt) Manifésto FESCD 44/FESMC44 (fl 
24 - 3 YOU'RE THE ONE THAT 1 WANT Polydor(mi332/5673i44iFl 
25 1 îmlKNOW EN0UGH (1 DONT GET EN0UGH) Elle«e/Marcu^AUCD4/-(F| Theaudience (Collins) Rondor/Sugar Free/Bucks (Reeves/Bulier) AUD 4/- 
26 - 2 MONEY Chadi Baltimore IKsffll Hiaktv ÏUn fera/Wamet-CliappeWarlTnji Epie 6662272/6662274 (SM) i Funk (Gamble/M/Jackson/lane) -/5662275 
27 2 STRANGE GLUE s o Y Negro NEG 113CD/NEG 113C (W) tatonia) NEG 113/- 
281 M EVERYBODY DANCE (THE HORN SONG) Positiva cdtrwctiv«hei —' Rarhara Tuckor IDJ Pierrel Chrvsalis/Jessica Michael Uonesl -/IZTIV 96 
29 9 3 CAFE DEL MAR '98 Cnerqv 52 (Paul Ml Ed BabelRsb/Freibank (Paul Ml Hooj Choons HOOJ 64CD/- (V) -/H00J64F 
30 » 8 3 LIONS'98* salis (BroJe/LSSS84 

31 9 3 MAS QUE NADA Echobeatz (De Briae/Boddy) Peermusic (Ben) Etemal WEA 176CD/WEA 176C (W) 
3? ■BSBSB!B!!K8B8BLJMi88i 

BOYS BETTER 

HAT I BREATHE 
THE NEW SINGLE OUT NEXT WEEK. AS FEATURED ON THE SKY 'YOU LOVE FOOTBALL' TV COMMERCIAL CD. CASSETTE. CD2 FEATURES 'REPRISE' VERSION. 

THE HEARTS LONE DESIRE 
OQ 24 3 KISS THE GIRL Mt ■J J Petor André lUvingslon/Pmooial Wall D VlNDALOO 

IWASNT BUILT TO GET DP 

piM IT DOESN'T MATTER ANYMORE 
GUNMAN 
I THINK l'M PARANOID Mu 

= RENDEZ-VOUS 98 
CARNAVAL DE PARIS O 

MAS QUE MANCADA 
MOVIN ON 
SAY IT ONCE 
TELL ME 
DO YOU LOVE ME BOY? Kcrri-Ann (Robbiosl Peer/Massif (Taubr WHO DO YOU LOVE 
OH 01 0 
FEELIT 
STRANDED O 
MYTIME 
YOU LL NEVER WALK ALONE 
(HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE) ON TOP OF THE WORLD 

LOVER 
STARDUST 
FOUNDATION 
CAN'T LETHERGO 

l'LL HOUSE YOU 98 
pismCOMlN' BACK IHail Tfo foystal Melhod (The Crvslal Melbodl EMIAuv Me l 

I Want You Back 
the new single out lOth August 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHARTS 

AIR PLAY 

CHART 
COMMENTARY 

by ALAN JONES 

AIRPLAY FACTSHEET 
• Torn by Natalie Imbruglia bas spent 42 consccutive vveeks on the airplay chart, and bas had a bit of a resurgence recently, improving its chart position for threo weeks in a row to reach number 28 last t dips to number 33 this week, though its tally of 608 plays is superior to ail but 24 

records on the chart. • Despite reaching number four on the sales chart, John Travolta and Olivia Newton John's You're The One That I Want reissue has -ery difficult climbed only ■ mber 68 on ic Control listing before going into reverse. 

market report A" A m ANGE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
' TOP 10 COMPÂNlir TOP C0RP0RATE GR0UPS 

The Spice Girls failed to reach the top of either the sales or the airplay chart with Stop - it reached two on the CIN sales listing and three on the Music Control airplay chart - but manage to top both charts simultaneously this week with Viva Forever. In its second week atop the singles chart, the Spice Girls' latest roars to the top of the airplay chart - and I mean roars. It explodes 4-1 with an audience of more than 78m, the highest listenership of any number one this 

Save Tomght. Adding 19r Forever has benefited enormously froi patronage of Radio 2, where It sets a modem era record with 24 plays and audience of 19.29m last week, one p nearly a million listeners more then Ace Of Base's Life Is A Flower. Radio 2 also played a crucial rôle in the Top 50 début of Emmerdale actress Malandra Burrows' latest single Don't Leav Me, allotting it 13 plays for an audience of 13.53m. With a total of only 21 plays acros 

previous week, Radio One switched its attention to Puff Daddy's Corne With me the Top 50 me closest with 124 plays - west by far in the Top 100. oowerful as Radio 2 plays wi the othereight plays it receiv 
attracting a total audience of just 119,C To put it another way, the Radio 2 p1— delivered 99.1% of the track's total audience. Having had Jamiroqual's Deeper    - .•-- — ofits-® 

entry on the chart this i, the introductory single from Robbie Williams' upcoming album I Was Expecting You, which, helped by the familiar strings sample from You Only Live Twice, débuts at number 19, with immédiate support cc 
VIRGIN MIDLANDS 

1 IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUB CHILDREN WILL BE NEXT Mac Sam PTÏK.'WS IU ;! 45 2 COME BACK TO WHAT YOU KNOW EtT.br«eiHu« 39 =3 1 THINK l'M PARANOID Gsrbaoe IMushfootn) 37 =3 SAVE TONIGHT Eigla E« Chorry (PoVdo.) 37 =5 DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamiroguat (Sony S2) 35 =5 THE AIR THAT 1 BREATHE Stapiy m lEonWest) 35 7 WISHING 1 WAS THERE |uSe imbrogii. IRCA» 33 
9 I WASNT BUILT TO GET UP The SupemaluffllstFotxl'EMI» 29 10 IFYOU'LL BE MINE BabyBw (Echo) 22 

1 Tille Anist 1 SAVE TONIGHT Eagle Eye Cherry 
3 LOST IN SPACE LighJhousoFanrilv 4 LIFE ISA FLOWER Ace 01 Base 

8 STRANDEO luuicia McNeal 9 DREAMS The Corrs 10 HORNY Mousse TVsHofn-JiHcy 

T HERTS WHERE THE STORY ENDS rn ïïn Ouuvc Recordmgs) 23 =2 ANGEL ST M PeoplelM Poople/BMG) 21 =2 STOP Spice Giris (Virgin) 21 
=4 TRULY MADLY DEEPLY Savage Gardon (Colutnbia) 17 =4 ANGELS Robbie Wilbams (Chrysalis) 17 7 HOW 00 1 LIVE LeAm Rimes (Curb.mte Hit Label) 16 8 YOU'RE STIU THE ONE Shanla Twain (Mercury) 14 =9 KISSTHERAINBtUioMyerslUniversall 13 =9 FROZEN Madonna (Maverick) 13 

RADIO ONE ILR 

COMEWITH MEPui SAVETONIGHTEagi DEEPER UNDERGROUND JamlroquallSonySa IF YOU TOLERATE THIS TOUR CHILDREN WIUBENEXT Manie Sm VIVA FOREVER Spice Gids (Virginl GHETTO SUPASTAR (THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE) Pras Faat or on* Basta MAS QUE NADA Echcbeac (Eternal/WEA) I KNOW ENOUGH (I DONT GET ENOUGH) Theaudicnce (EU, JUST THE TWO OF US Win Smhh ICoiumbi.l IDOKING FOR LOVE Kaien Ramirea IManifesuVMe'cuM MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Surdun(Virgin) INTERGALACTIC Beaslie Boys (Grand Boyal/Parlophone) LIFE IS A FLOWER Aca Of Base lUega/tondorl DEEP MENACE (SPANK) Dmenacellrfernol STRANGE GLUE CatalonialBIandoYNegro/WEAI I MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sash! féal. Tara Cousins (Mulliplvl I CANT HELP MYSELF Lucd lDcl,riouVflr,| I WASN'T BUILT TO GET UP The Supernetur.ls IFood/Porlophon BURNING BabyBumpsIOeliriousl IFYOU'LL BE MINE Bab, E.rd lEchol I NEEDIN' YOU Dayid Morales Présents Tbe Feue ItoWtocurvI i MILLENIUM RobbieWilliemsIChryselisI FREAK ME Another Le«el INonhwostsidol NO MATTER WHAT Bûyrone (Reatiy Uscfut'Polydûr) l IWANNA BE YOUR LADY HWe Hicks (Islend) BECAUSE WE WANT TO Edlre(Virgin) I HORNY Mousse TVsHotVJoicylAMiPM/ASMI I ROCKAFELLER SKANK Felboy Slim (Skintl I CAFE OEL MAR '98 Energy il (Hooj Choonsl LOST IN SPACE (THEME) Apollo Four Forty (Sleallh Sonîc/Epicl 

SAVE TONIGHT Eagle Eye Cherry (Polydorl VIVA FOREVER Spice Girls IVirginl LOOKING FOR LOVE Karen Ramirea (Manilesto/Mercm LIFE IS A FLOWER Ace 01 Base IMega/Undon) LIFE Des'ree IDusted Sound/Sony S2I STRANDEO Lolricia McNeal IWildsler) HORNY Mousse T Vs Mot 'n' Juicy (AM:PM/A&M| NO MAHER WHAT Boyzone (Really Usefol/Polydctl LOST IN SPACE Ughthouse Family (Wild Card/Polydorl JUST THE TWO OF US Will Smith IColumbiel THE BOY IS MINE Brandy & Monrc. (Atlanlicl TO THE MOON AND BACK Sa.age iPn,, J THEHEARTS LONE DESIRE Matth GHETTO SUPASTAR (THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE) Pras feat NEW KIND OF MEDECINE Ultra Nate iam pm/a&mi FREAK ME Another Levai INonhwestsidol 
DEEPER UNDERGROUND, IMMORTALITY CclinoOionW C'EST U VIE B-witchedlGIewworr WISHING I WAS THERE Natalie I 

a 1429 1791 1882 

FEEL IT Tamperor Feat Maya (Poppor) UNDERTHE BRIDGE Ail Saints (londonl TRULY MADLY DEEPLY Savage Garden IColumbial EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Sweetbt I WASNT BUILT TO GET UP Tbe Supemalurals ( ANGELS Robbie Williams (Chiysalis) GOTTHE FEELIN' SIRCA) 
HOW DO I LIVE LeAnn Rimas (CurbAheHiVLondonl 
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THE OFFICIAI UK AIRPLAY 
 rHl 

CH ART 

8 AUGUST 1998 

I 3 I il II 
A music control STATION 

A-Z 

A 2 t i s 10 SAVETONIGHT Eagle Eye Cherry Polydor 2054 +5 68.12  +5_ 3 1 ! 11 n LOOKING FOR LOVE Karen Ramirez Manifesto/Mercury 1899  T>_ 67.06  T!_ AJpha 103.2 FM;' .4 3 6 I 5 LIFE IS A FLOWER Ace OfBase Mega/London 1733 -t9 6522  +3_ FM; BBC RaGîo 1; 5 5 9 S 3 GHETTO SUPASTAR (THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE) Pras Feat 01' Oirty Bastard & Mya Interscope 1204  +6_ 46.35  ±_ ZTsèZ, 6 > te S o NO MATTER WHAT Boyzone Really Useful/Polydor 1257 ■149 44.68 +6 ScoUarvd; BBC Three 1044 44-54 —g. SerScSdio _  HIGHEST CLIMBER  A 8 a » < « JUST THE TWO OF US Will Smith Columbia 1266 t58 39.71 +55 
À 9 13 3 1! 2i LIFE Des'ree Sony S2 1334  +3_ 39.52  +2_ Capital FM. Central FM; Centory FM;^ 10 " 7 10 13 THE BOY IS MINE Brandy & Monica Atlantic 1370 +11 39.12 n/c \ 11 H 1! 12 i3 HORNY Mousse T Vs Hot 'n' Juicy AM;PM/A&M 1304  +§_ 36.03  +2_ City Beat City FM; 12 9 « s 33 THE HEARTS LONE DESIRE Matthew Marsden Viper/Columbia 996 -10 34.73 -18 On^M'toSFM- 13 » 5 ts sa STRANDED Lutricia McNeal Wildstar 1326 -14 32.60 ■24 Downtown FM; 

14 16 23 . « 1 WASN'T BUILT TO GET UP The Sueernaturals Food/Parloehone ,650 +15 30.32  -_2_ Ga^TOI^M™1 

15 21 0 2 0 IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUR CHILDREN WILL BE NEXT Manie Street Preachers Epie 514 +132 29.87 +19 - GSSM!' 16 8 16 5 J3 NEW KIND OF MEDICINE Ultra Nata AM;PM/A8.M 1046 -10 29.86 -41 "S Heàrt oï; 17 16 10 5 s FREAK ME Another Level Northwestside 1098   29.79  -18 Heart London; 
<5 LOST IN SPACE Lighthouse Family Wild Card/Polydor 1248 n/c 29.76 ■37 Ken03;SFMf 

19 o o i o MILLENIUM  MOST ADDED  Robbie Williams Chrysalis 395 .. ift 29.70 n/c SS 
: 20 23 22 6 r COME WITH ME Puff Daddy Featuring Jimmy Page Epie 424 +72 29.44 +20 Mercta: Métro FM; 21 25 n 3 o THE AIR THAT 1 BREATHE Simply Red East West 431 +66 26.96 +17 Mireler^FM^Mlx 96 3. MAS QUE NADA Echobeatz Eternal/WEA 399  +8_ 26.33  +6_ Northants Radio; 
i 23 32 M 3 o TO THE MOON AND BACK Savage Garden Columbia 1127 +32 25.40 +39 Océan; Orchart FM 
A 24 31 « 2 o EVERYTHING S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Sweetbox RCA 600 +29 24.64 +34 QFM; Radio 1521; 

25 ie 19 < BOYS OF SUMMER Don Henley Geffen 445 -11 24,20 ■12 Rock FWL SfM; 
i 26 27 15 5 i6 IMMORTAL1TY Câline Dion With The Bee Gees Epie 782 +13 23.27 +1 0ne'lsSh:Si9na 
À 27 36 H 2 27 STRANGE GLUE Catatonia Blanco Y Negro/WEA 492 +38 22.09 +22 Ctieshire: Sound ▲ 28 62 se 1 o MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sash! Feat, Tina Cousins Multiply 481 *44 21.13 Spire; Stray FM; A 29 63 90 1 o WHAT CAN 1 DO The Corrs 143/Lava/Atlantic 479 +87 __20;80_ +56 Viking FM; Virgin 30 H « 6 •s 1THINK l'M PARANOID Garbage Mushroom 596  ±_ 20.51 -49 

31 « 13 11 n C'EST LA VIE B*witched Glowworm/Epic 739 ■14 20.32 -34 102.4FM; Xfm. 
» UNDER THE BRIDGE Ail Saints London 614 +3 19.16 -12 

" 33 j, 3, n o TORN Natalie Imbruolia RCA 608 +1 19.14 -16 
6i MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU B1GGEST1NCREASE IN AUDIENCE — Stardust Virgin 307 +54 19.05 +75 

35 37 17 s i« BECAUSE WE WANT TO Billie Innocent 502 -17 18.56  +5_ 
36 3i 26 37 o BITTER SWEET SYMPHONY The Verve Hut 501   18.08  ±. 

A 37 63 293 1 o F1NALLY FOUND Honeyz Ist Avenue/Mercury 348 +43 18.01 +50 
o THE ARMS OF THE ONE WHO LOVES Y OU Xscape Se Se Oef/Columbia 147   17.19  ± 

39 21 20 35 o ANGELS Robbie Williams Chrysalis 556 -10 16.35 -44 
-, 40 <6 32 17 6i FEELIT Tamperer Feat Maya Pepper 660 -15 16.28  +5_ 

41 26 21 15 n DREAMS The Corrs 143/Lava/Atlantic 901 -16 16.22  'AL 
42 « <2 3 75 IKNOWENOUGHII DONT GET ENOUGH) Theaudience Elleffe/Mercury 124 +46 15.75 -5 
43 39 93 23 o HERE'S WHERETHE STORY ENDS Tin Tin Out VC Recordings 442 -19 15.08 -17 

7 1 CANT HELP MYSELF Lucid Delirious/ffrr 251 +56 14-59 +14 
45 «' 77 17 o RAY OF L1GHT Madonna MaverickAWarner Bros, 456 -27 14.56  ^ 

A 46 61 72 1 o IF YOU'LL BE MINE Baby Bird Echo 258 +111 14.37 +15 
à 47 57 61 1 n 1 WANNA BE YOUR LADY Hinda Hicks Island 259 •17 14.12 +10 
A 48 » "8 i 15 TEARDROPS Lovestation Fresh 523 __tZL 13.96 +43 

"""49 " o o i o DONT LEAVE ME Malandra Burrows Warner Esp  21_ 13.65  oL. 
50 <1 33 12 « ROCKAFELLER SKANK Fatboy Slim ^ ^ „ „  Sk"" 290 -40 13.53 1 -21 1 

TOP 10 GROWERS 
Pos. Title Artist (label) 1 viVAFOREVERSpiceGirls (Virgin) 2 JUST THE TWO OF US Will Smith IColumbial 3 NO MATTER WHAT Boyzone (Really UsefuVPolydor) 4 MILLENIUM Robbie Williams (Chrysalisl 5 CRUSH Jannifer Paige (Edel) 6 IF ÏOll TOLERATE TRIS YOUR CHILDREN WILL BE NEXT Manie Street Pre.thers (Epie) 7 TO THE MOON AND BACK Savage Garden (Columbia) g TEARDROPS Lovestation (Fresh) g WHAT CAN I DO The Corrs (143/Lava/Atlamic) )0 YOU'RE THE ONE THATIWANT John Travolta & Olivia Newton John (Polydorl 
MUSIC WEEK 8 AUGUST 1998 

TOP 10 MOST flODEO 
MILLENIUM Robbie Williams IChrysalis) CRUSH Jennlfer Paige (Edel) IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUR CHIL Manie Street Preachers (Epi LOST IN SPACE (THEME) Apollo Four Forty (Stealth Sonic/Epie) TEARDROPS Lovestation (Fresh) IF YOU'LL BE MINE Baby Bitd (Echo) MORNING AFTERGLOW Electrasy(MCA) COME WITH ME Pulf Daddy Featuring Jimmy Pag (Epie) ADiA Sarah McLachlan (Arista) DG'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Sweetbox (RCA) 
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mercury pnze 
shortlist boosts 

dance albums 

Following Roni Size & Reprazent's victory in last year's Mercury Music Award, this year's compétition has seen one of the strongest dance music showings yet in the list of nominees. The dance and dub-related acts onlhe12-strong shortlist include 4-Hero, Massive Attack, Asian Dub Foundation and the Propellerheads. The head of the judging panel, Simon Frith, confirmed that more dance records were put forward than ever before. "The old distinctions between the dancefloor and the stadium are finally laid to rest and we can only rejoice," he says. Talkin' Loud, which last le prizev th Roni Size,is i nominated this year with AHero's double album Two Pages'. The panel describe the album as, "a new setting for the collective virtuosity of 
the (ourth nomination for the the Mercury imprint, with the Young Disciples and Courtney Pine having made the shortlist in previous 

"We now make records for the Mercurys," jokes Paul Martin, Talkin' Loud's head of A&R. "I thought Roni winning last year 
against us. I do think they genuinely try to put across a cross-section of what's happening and I think 4Hero stood out as an example of a dance album." Talkin' Loud recognises from first-hand experience the value of getling a Mercury nomination, "It's difficult trying to take underground music into the mainstream and the Mercurys help you do this without compromising," says Martin. Wall Of Sound receives its first nomination with the Propellerheads 'Decksand drumsandrockandroll' album. The nomination cornes as one half of the group, Alex Gifford, is convalescing from illness and is thus ail the more welcome. Wall Of Sound is planning to repromote the 

nomination. "One of the greatthings about the Mercury Awards is that they do a lot of work and marketing themselves. We'll definitely be doing things as well," says Ken Marshall, Wall Of Sound's label manager. 

inside: 

t* 

[2] SEVEN DAYS IN DANCE: ROGER SANCHEZ reveals what caught his eyes and ears in Miami this week 
[3] RADIO; the Top 40 Dance Airplay countdown; ROSS ALLEN's playlist 
[4-7] HOT VINYL: ail the tunes of the week, the latest reviews and DJ Tips 

time. "I find it really exciting i revising," he says. "The seen ' M25-orientated thing, so this ter the moment. "HTI be an ei 

As long predicted by RM, renowned DJ Gilles Peterson has le» Kiss 100FIVI to join Radio One. Peterson had been filling in for Andy I Kershaw on Monday evenings on Radio One ouer the pastfewweeks l whilestill doing his long-running i Sunday evening Kiss 100 FM show, ; but last week reslgned from the London dance station. Peterson will now fill in on Kershaw's new slot from 12pm to 2am until i November before being given a slot ot his own-Kershaw is currently taking extended leave. "Kiss has been really good to me but the more natural station for me now is Radio 1 because they bave a vision I share about investigating the more expérimental side of ; music," says Peterson. The DJ, who has previously presented on Jazz FM and Radio London as well as pirate stations, will now be broadeasting nationwidc for the first ; studenls in Leeds will be able to tune in when they're l've been Involved with has always been perceived as a very great." Peterson says his show will retain the ictic, tasteful and smooth ilow," he adds. 

xinanê: 

SO FINIE 

lOth AUGUST 
2 CDs & Cassette featuring mixes by 
USA MARIE EXPERIENCE • SHARP BOYS 
FRANKIE KNUCKLES • MR PINK 

-5 00 O) CO C*î 



showumfy 
the (irst Under- ground Dance Awards which took place last Monday at the Vibe Bar. Organised by the venue's director Ala Miller with Gemma Newland and Adrian Lucky, the attracted 350 people representing a broad -section of the UK dance music industry including Shola Ama, Lynden David Hall, Damage, Trevor Nelson, Gordon Mac and Rhona Mitra, who ail presented awards. "The idea was to give a cohesive unity to the wholt garage scene, which is otten perceived as fragmented," says Miller. "We want to help create a profile for UK garage and take it to the next level, giving récognition to those who've made it happen and lend it a platform to take it further." Polis were canvassed from the général public by radio, dance press and flyers, and the winners were: DJs favourite DJ - Norris 'Da Boss' Windross; venue of the year - Coliseum; flyer of the year - Exposure; promotion company of the year - 200 Promotions; caner of the year - DJ Danny Poster (Underground Solution); pirate radio station of the year - Freek FM; best independent record label - 500 Records; best record shop - Release the Groove; club DJ of the year - EZ; MC of the year - Creed; tune of the year - N 'n' G 'Right Before My Eyes' (Heat); régional club night of the year - It's A London Thing (Kingston); most shaggable DJ - Spoony; best newcomer DJ/producer - Booker T; lifetime achievement award - Timmi Ram Jam (Sundays at the Aquarium). The Underground Garage Awards 1998 went out live over the internet and were filmed by Club@Vision for broadcast later this month. 

[7 DAYS IN DANCE] 

"Saturday: woke at 6am. Tape an hour for my • _ hours and goes out on New York's KTU f03 S o . kf t an(1 went to 1 12ptn to Sam. Washed car and went to gym Had bœaMaat»|TO ^ friends. Chilled and did ail those ^^^ENnO BED atïm l'm a sorry excuse for H 
■•trt^sr::Ss:n^cid^,o 

TRACK Thursday: arrived in PUERTO RICO for a vacation. The Marnot wasn t up to my standard so l moved to a new hôtel. Went to the : : C , Friday; 6.30am started to play r; .ZL. s..,M b, pool P" m- Web. » sem. elub -. . W0RST «,0 I could ever hear and someone sprayed water on my shirt. The DJ was playtng GREASE it was so corny I was waiting for ELVIS. Then out of nowhere he played one of my tracks, 'In The Ghetto.' 
Afler years in the wilderness, the legendary Kurtis Mantronjk has re- emerged. ApârTTrôm a forthcoming new album of his own, 'I Sing The Body Electre', Mantronik has mixed a house version of EPMD's 'l Shot The Sheriff- sampling rap classic 'Strictly Business' which recently lopped Rlïïs Cool Cuts chart. Mantronik originally emerged in the mid-Eighlies as one of the architects ; of modem dance mosic through hits with his own group Mantronix and singer Joyce ; Simms. In 1990 he had a UK numher one with 'Got To Hâve Your Love'. Explaining his absence from the music scene, Mantronik says, "I was going through a period of not exactly burnout but I just felt I didn't bave anything to contribute. What I was hearing didn't inspire me and I was having problems with my old record company." The new album brings the producer's story up to date. "It's a revisil of some sorts to the stuff I was doing in the past, with parts of old tracks like 'Bassline' and 'King Of The Beats' reworked," he says. "Then it's also a continuation of what l'm doing with new tracks." This will be followed by a Mantronix album which will be in a more R&B/pop style, "l'm investigating ways of doing something a little différent from what's out there at the moment," he says. It was Priority Records thaï approached Mantronik with the idea of the EMPD remix. "Ten years ago when I was head of A&R at Sleeping Bag we signed EPMD," he says. "It wasn't my idea to do this remix though. A friend that used to work at Sleeping Bag works at Priority and he asked me to do a remix with a house beat. I wouldn't bave thought of doing it myself. l'm not putting it down but it wasn't my idea." 'Strictly Business' by EPMD vs Mantronik is out today, as is Manlronik's new single, 'Mad' by Mantronik Vs Geek. The album 'I Sing The Body Electro' will be released on Oxygen Music Works — Seplemher28. 

QXQBMI 

Bedford House. 69-79 Fulham High Street, London SW6 3JW,tel: 0171- 384 2298 fax: 0171-374 7900 

HISTORY Deconstruction imprint Concrète Records was launched in 1995 by Vanessa Rand, former Decon head of club promotions. The idea was born from Rand's clubbing expériences at the now legendary Heavenly Sunday Social club, where acts such as the Chemical Brothers mashed together beats, breaks and sounds in an energetic new sound. The album 'Dead Elvis' by Death In Vegas, the brainchild of DJ Richard Fearless, is the label's biggest success so far, selling more than 100,000 copies worldwide. Lionrock's 'Rude Boy Rock' single is the label's biggest 

chart success, turning Justin Robertson's band into stars, The label is currentiy working on the Dub Pistols, and new material is promised from ex-Grid star Richard Norris and new signing Strata 3, in co-operation with Brighton's Bush label. Concrète was involved in this summer's successful Big Bang tour and ils artists work hard on shop promotion tours. "Tm trying to build strong bases around the counlry, ratherthan build artists through the London hype média thing," says Rand. "It's hard work butyou get results in the end." SPECIALIST AREAS; Alternative dance music 

KEY ARTISTS: Death In Vegas, Lionrock, Dub Pistols LAST THREE RELEASES; 'Rude Boy Rock', 'City Delirious', 'Scatter & Swing', ail by Lionrock COMING UP: 'Cyclone', Dub Pistols; 'Point Blank', Dub Pistols: Death In Vegas album RETAILER'S VIEW: "A couple of years ago they brought out five storming tunes in about four months. After that everybody kept thelr eyes open for the label. It's a very strong label for us. They work very closely with shops and did a Dub Pistols launch here which was good." - Neil Hinchley, Calapult, Cardill 
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[BEATS&PIECES] 
SARAH HB has resigned from presentlng the | netwotked Ministry Of Sound radio shows. Sarah is going to concentrate on her voiceover work for BBC One, Bravo and Fox and varions other ; projects... Sound Of Ministry have slgned CEVIN • FISHER's 'The Freaks Corne Ouf which has been ; bubbling since the spring. The track will be rush- I released with new mixes from the Sharp Boys and 

Phat Manhattan... ViBE HATION and DOWN THERE PROMOTIONS are expanding their mailing llst. The firms deal with promos from acts such as Molecular, 3 Minute Culture, Darkside, EH2 and more. "Top, established, discerning and reliable returning DJs" only need apply. Applications should be made to DJ Egg, DTP, Box 2A, Leeds LS8 1LW, fax: 01206 500167/0113 266 9981... Greenacre Publlshing, the Company behind such club-orienled publications as the UK Club Guide and the Promoters Handbook, is moving with the tlmes. Noticing the shift away from clubs ar 

towards bars, its nexl publication will be the -i LONOON BAR GUIDE. According to thi release, "DJs are no longer idols and clubs like I Ministry Of Sound, Renaissance, Cream and I Golden are eitherselling out, going co moving abroad or hanging on by the skin of their ^ teeth".,. Good to hear that fiOt'IKG SHADOV/ is ' dolng a second volume of its '98.1' CO compilation I which retailed at 99p and sold more than 65,000 I copies, The CD is mixed by Rob Playford and Ê features new tracks from Dom & Roland, Flytronix, BS and E-Z Rollers. It will be released on August 24. J 

<y 101 in 

Ifs taken two weeks after its number one chart entry for JAMlROQUAI's 'Deeper Underground' to show up on the Dance Airplay 40, but ifs this week's highest new entry at a very respectable 12, mainly thanks to Gala Bristol which has the track on mega rotation. 'Deeper Underground' has had limited support from the other two Galaxies but none of the other monitored stations have gone with it. "Jamiroquai is such a cooi Galaxy artist, and this track has a brand new feel to it," says head of music at Galaxy 101, Mike Cass. "Ifs got a much rockier edge to their previous releases, and with the hype of the movie it was bound to be a huge success." The station has been behind 'Deeper Underground' since late May and plans to keep it on its A-list for the coming few weeks. The three other new entries are ail R&B- flavoured, with WILL SMITH's 'Just The Two Of Us' debuting at 22, CHARLI BALTIMORE's 

'Money' in at 34 and D-INFLUEHCE's Michael | Jackson cover 'Rock With You' scraping in at 40. DJ Allister Whitehead, currenlly at number 30 i the Dance Airplay 40 as Whitehouse with 'Ain't No Mountain High Enough', adds another string to his bow by taking on his first radio show, Whitehead will présent the Galaxy network's new dance chart, due to air across ail three stations from 6pm to 8pm every Salurday from August 22. Kiss FM has also announced several changes to its programming schedule. Tall Paul and Seb Fontaine gain a peak time slot on Saturdays from 9pm to 11pm, moving from their previous slot at 2am on Fridays: Paul 'Trouble' Anderson's garage show moves to Thursdays from midnight to 3am and London's young R8iB/hip hop crew Firing Squad Impressed the station so much with their recent guest shows that they've been given a regular slot orf Saturdays from 4am to 6am. 
TRAVELLER' Tolvin Singh llsland) @ 'FOR MY PEEPS (SHOT)' Cari Craig (Planer E promo] from ■ WWW WB1W11 nloyljct the "Paperclip People EP" • "AN EVENING WITH " " " HEFNER PT T Hefner (Inertia) • 'ITS MY UFE l'M OR" Léon Thomas (Soûl Brother) from Antholog/ • 'DEAD END STREET D'Brandy feat. Mose (Atlantic et Mike (Asphodell from the album 'Anti Theft Device' ; 1LY (UNPREDICTABLE)' Urban Spcdes fTalkin' Loud slate) • 'SUGARCRAfT S IYVJKA HONDA REMIX1' Medeski, Martin & Wood • 'BERIMBAUV'CAPOERIA' Luciano I  im'Batucada Capoeira'•'HAPPY DAYS'Northend feat. ' Michelle Watlace (Emergencyl • *WHY YOU WANNA BE UKE THAT? (DR SCRATCH STOMP ; MtX)' Patti Austin (Real Time promo) • 'COME TOGETHER (WEATHERALL & TINNISWOOD MIX)' Spîritualized (Dedicated) • "YOUVE BEEN TALKIN' BOUT MY BABY" The Serfs (EMI) from the album The Early Bird Cafe' • 'DEATH & TAXES' Wah Dickerson (Ptestige) from the album This Is Walt Dickerson" • 'BRAGGIN & BOASTIN" Jungle Brothers (Geo Street/V2) from the album 'Straight Ouf The Jungle' • 'PULL THE PLUG' London | Electricity Company (Hospital promo) • TLL FIND FUN' The Aloof (East West promo) from the album 9 ■ . . . 

r<»ilLliM4rlH.IHiilillli^ 
1110 GHETTO SUPASTAR Pras féal. 0DB & Mya Interscope 2 4 4 MUSIC S0UNDS BEHER WITH YOU Stardusl Virgin 3 3 13 THE BOY IS MINE Brandy SMonlca WEA International 

6 10 L00KING FOR I 2 13 H0RNY Mousse T vs Hot 'n' Julcy AM;PM/A&M 7 4 EVERYBODY DANCE (THE HORNSONG) Barbara Mer Positiva/EMI 9 13 GUNMAN 187 Lockdown East West Dance 14 9 TEARDROPS Loveslation Fresh 10 5 FREAK ME Anolht 13 10 STRANDED Lutrlc 12Ea - DEEPER 13 22 2 MYSTERI0US TIMES Sashl laal. 4 I CAN'T HELP MYSELF Lucld 11 ROCKAFELLER SKANK Falhoy Sllm Skint 1617 7 NEW KIND OF MEDICINE Ultra Nate AM:PM/A&M 17 25 3 DEEP MENACE (SPANK) D'Menace Inferno 15 5 MAS QUE NADA Echobeatz EternalMEA 19 21 7 MY ALL Mariah Carey Columbia 3 TARE CONTROL State Of Mind Sound Of Ministry 15 UNDHR THE BRIDGE Ail Saints London 22C3 - JUST THE TWO OF US Will Smith Columbia 23 20 33 YOU MARE ME WANNA... Usher LaFace/Arista 24O 20 FOUND A CURE Ultra Nate AM;PM/A&M 2512 10 THE FUTURE OF THE FUTURE (STAYGOLD) Deep DishwittiEBTÛ Oeconstnicbon 26 28 43 MO MONEY MO PRQBLEMS Notorious B.I.G. Bad Boy/Arista 27 24 30 GETTtN' JIGGY WIT IT Will Smith Columbia 31 2 CAFE DEL MAR *98 Energy 52 HoojChoons 29 29 4 BURNIN'R-Rlass Parlophone 30 26 3 AIN'T N0 MOUNTAIN HIGH ENOUGH Whitehouse Reverb 31 33 10 GO DEEP Janet Jackson Virgin 32O 23 IT'S LIRE THAT Run DMC vs Jason Nevlns Smile 33 32 5 I WANNA BE YOUR LADY Hlnda Hlcks Island 34 ED - MONEY Charli Baltimore Untertainment/Epic 35 19 7 STRONG Liquld HigherGround 3613 34 REMEMBER ME Blue Boy Pharm 37n 15 GOT 'TIL IT'S GONE Janet Jackson Virgin 38 40 57 l'IL BE MISSING YOU Pull Daddy & Fallh Evans Bad Boy/Arista 39 36 11 IT'S ALRIGHT Denl Hlnes Mushroom 40133 - ROCR WITH YOU D-Inlluence Echo 
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TUNE OF THE WEEK 

(ATLANTIC) (R&Bj MASE 

between the shuffiing firsl inslalment ar the best unlil last, the final third is a mo' indecipherable but mesmerising vocals. drum & bass sound of the well-crafted 

d the «ine m iui c rolling second part, Saving sspaced-out composition with lis joined on the flip by the more overtiy ctionslacks'. • • • • AB 

BlolTupS't^'pYarad?LlÏÏ^f| this relentless French-fried disco 
Bangalter, hait of Daft Punk, who is also rèsponsible for the Sterdust smasfe th,s is guaranteed to keep your darcers flexihg as they carry out Jane s ir "2,3,4,5,6,7,8, and back!". 
16B'FALLING'(EYE Q) This lovingly crafted, shimmering Room' album is joined by new mix.. ... The former take things deeper with theii latter bump up the beats on their minim 

(HOUSE) çjem from the 'Sounds Front Another râ Two Lone Swordsmen and Deep Dish. sub-aqua sounding treatment, while the djepisodic epic. • • • • AB 
KILO 'ADVENTURES OF THE BUSHWACKER' (KAHUNA) (ALTERNATIVE) This four-tracker explores the breakbeafiin its many guises with 'No Backup' being a senous wall of beats lhat blend sqratching and some tasteful filtering. But it's 'Autoload' that does the business. Part electro, part funk with a dash of techno thrnwn in, it makes for the perfect recoMor those who like to flit between electro reakbeat Full marks for a label whiçh seems to be gettmg better with every e. • • • • • m 

NEW HORIZONS 'SWEET DJ RELEASE' (500 REKORDS) (GARAGE) Synonymous with quality underground garage, 500 Rekords' latest ohering is just that: three mixes ail with grooves as tigfcyet as smooth as can be, with vocals courtesy of Antoine. New Horizons prov é mixes that are upbeat, deep and funky 
BLAZE 'MY BEAT' (SLIP'N'SLIDE) (GARAGE) This was one of the standout Iracks on the 'Basic Blaze' album thanks to its Last Poets-style rhymes and jazzy piano flowing freely over the funky tour-to-floor beats and Afro percussion. The excellent original mix is joined on the double-pack promo by Frankie Valentine's classy guitar-embellished extended mix, plus the beatnik business of his Studio 21 Mix, which sets off the poetry with bongos, while the deep house underpinnings keep things current. Derrick Carter delivers a straightforward house interprétation, with his driving beats and acid twitchings working well with the vocals, while the Rainy City crew complété the package with their latin-tinged City People Mix. • • • • • AB 
RAY KEITH 'DO 1T' (V RECORDINGS) (DRUM & BASS) An absolute stunner that borders on the tech-step and jump-up styles with its steely beats and phat synth bass, It's irrésistible right from the first beats and the vocal sample is just enough to keep it flowing. On the flip, there's a beautifully jazzy remix of 'The Reckoning' that takes drum & bass even further towards the old skool without sounding dated. • • • • • BB 
BSO RESEARCH 'GENUINE ELECTRIC FUNK MACHINE EP' (HARD HANDS) (ALTERNATIVE) 'Erb 6' kicks off with sharp percussive beats and live bass. There's not much in the way of breakdowns, just relentless charging for peak-time dancing. Over on side two the wax remains bot with 'Genuine Electric Funk' and 'Tornado Funk' both simmering away at near boiling point. • • • • DM 
DAX 'BROOKLYN'S THEME' (TRIPOLI TRAX) (HOUSE) Tripoli Trax seems to do no wrong in its own market, and this track is no exception, 'Brooklyn's Theme' boasts crisp percussive builds with minimal melody, with the energy rising at each level, 'Space Theme' features on the flip, with an FI remix which eniists the help of a subtle Seventies riff. • • • • • CF 
HEFNER 'AN EVENING WITH HEFNER' (INERT1A) (ALTERNATIVE) Not to be confused with the indie outfit, this Hefner is a certain Lee Jones who makes lush, intricate, jazz-influenced, drum & bass-tinged music that has few counterparts save for the work of label-mates The Mighty Strinlh. 'An Evening With,..' is a three-part symphony with the layered strings providing the link 

BILLY HENDRIX 'THE BODY SHINElEP' (HOOJ CHOONS) (HOUSE) Billy Hendrix, one of the many '   " ' versions of the title track. Already populi Three'N'One sounds which are now | Del Mar'. There's a familiar build-up the alternative, with a sampled strumr 
PLAST1CA'DISCO DANC1N' (FFRR) The filtered house revival grooves ■ from Sister Sledge's 'He's The Gr breakdown and bi energetic is Mr Pink's 'Psyber Disco Mit breaking down neatly. It then storms intt groove and adds avocal hook. Simple 

guises ofjSharam Jay/Three N One, présents two idy populknon import, 'Body Shine' has ail those now popular due to their mix of Energy 52's 'Cafe Id-up and awell-tested break hook. 'Funky Shine' is strummadjguitar over a funkier beat. • • • • CF 
(HOUSE) track, the guitar loop and bassline the full underwater-sounding tica. A little more uplifting and before the original guitar lick • ••• BB 

ANADA SHANKAR 'JUMPIN' JACK FLASH' (OUTCASTE) (ALTERNATIVE) The rediscovery of Ravi's cousin's sitar-tuelled funk classics from the early Seventies has already led to the reissue |o| 'Streels Of Calcutta', 'Dancing Drums' and 'Light My Fire'. Now his seriously pSychedelic interprétation of the Stones' 'Jumpin' Jack Flash' gets the 12-inch treatment complété with its dreamy female chorus and bubbling Moogs. There are np new remixes on the promo, but when the original is this good, who needs them? • • • • AB 
THREE MILE ISLAND 'LIPOSUCTION' (SLALOM) (ALTERNATIVE) Slalom reaches release number four in fine style with this cross-section of tracks from Dan Powell and Paddy Kemp. The iitie eut touches the parts that most jazz- inflected cuts fail to reach, with warm bfo'pding bass sitting comfortably among the sound effects and primed-up beats, jfôp stuff. • • • • DM 
DA HOOL 'BORA BORA' (MANIFESTQ) (HOUSE) Following on from 'Meet Her AtThe Love Parade', Da Hool relies on the same ingrédients with mixes from Jonesey and'Montera, There's cerlainly a commercial aspect to the Da Hool mixes, with the sartie prominent synths playing the key rôle, while Jonesey provides à fast-paced upbeat mix. with more emphasis on th percussion and beat. It will probably do Well on the back of 'Love Parade' - albeit 
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DEFENDER 'METAL BOX EP' (WHOLE NINE YARDS) (ALTERNATIVE) The second release from the label carries on ils good work. Breakbeats collide with unexplored stylings and imagination. Trainspotters may know some of lan Hicks' material under his electro alter-ego Danny Rose. This is mostly fairly rapid 
but ii'll probably make ils way into techno jocks' boxes as a resuit. • • • • DM 
FL1NT 'EVERYBODY'S FUNKIN' (FINGER LICK1N') ALTERNATIVE The follow-up to 'Jungle Freak' is quite simply an unbeatable party groove with its simple puncby loops, cboppy beats and urgent female sbouting "Everybody's funkin"' sample. Instrumental and bonus beats are of course a useful tool and if this one don't move you, rigor mortis bas set in. • • • • • jh 
DOMINION 'LOST WITHOUT YOU' (WHOOP) (HOUSE) One of the most consistent independent labels cornes up with its strongest release to date. Nigel Dawson's 'Lost Without You' is a truly original piece in its original form, spacious in arrangement and thoughtful in its steady builds. The • Human Movement mix gives it a real edge, with a very effective backbeat and bass combination, sorting oui the dreamy female vocal lines and creating an epic feel at the peak with very strong chord sequences. It's a release that will find favour and appeal across the board. • • • • • CF 

w 

JAZZANOVA 'CARAVELLE' (JCR GERMANY) (ALTERNATIVE) The long-awaited follow-up to 'Fedime's Flight' is a high-speed jazz dance instrumental with layers of lively percussion propelling forward some very cool keys. It bravely steers well clear of the régulation drum & bass or downtempo options and instead brilliantly updates the classic jazz sounds that used to fill the floorattire Talkin' Loud Sunday sessions at London's Dingwalls. On the flip, Tntrospective' is a sumptuous slice of lounge jazz that will appeal to fans of Air's early work. • ® ® @ AB 

N'N'G FEAT. KALLAGHAN 'RIGHT BEFORE MY EYES' (HEAT) (GARAGE) A collaboration by two prominent members of the UK's underground garage scene, Grant Nelson (producer) and Norris 'Da Boss' Windross (DJ) sees them cover Patti Day's 'Right Before My Eyes' to great effect, Whether you like your garage straight four-on-the-floor or with a two-step feel, there are mixes here to suit both styles. Ali this with those superb lyrics and top production. • • • • Z 

HECTOR'S HOUSE FEATURING BERRI 'COME AND GET MY LOVIN' (3 BEAT/SATELLITE) (HOUSE) Good punchy house in stacks of versions as 3 Beat and Satellite team up again. Tidy Trax présent two Untidy versions, with the Untidy Dub coming across in its nsual sample repeat mode while the Untidy Disco Remix is more downtempo and iess bounding. Graham Gold's remix will prove popular with its cross of strong hooks and drum sequences, while Matt Darey goes ail out with infectious chord loops, well-placed vocal samples and timely kick-ins. • • • • • CF 
TRASHCAN JACK 'MAGN1F1CENT SEVEN' (WHITE LABEL) (HOUSE) Two cheeky sample heads are behind this naughty little take on The Clash's classic tune. Cheesy samples and breakbeats rattle alongside the original tune making it more a remix of the original rather than a new version, Radio jocks are already on board so expect a little fun with this one. • • • BB 
CHICANE 'STRONG IN LOVE' (XTRAVAGANZA) (HOUSE) The past year or two bave been very good for Nick Bracegirdle, and his summer offering for '98 is a continuation of his individual style, There are two solid club mixes of a brilliant song, headed by the original mix which is an almost laldback piece with female singer Mason providing the vocal, The Disco Citizens remix is a little harderwilh Iess of the song included, and will feature in more underground sets. Very radio-friendly and infectious, it's a tune that'll be going around your head as soon as you hear it, • • • • • c': 

(HOUSE) LAJ 'THE CRUNCH' (NUPHONIC) Occasional Idjut Boy and Motif man Raj Gupta goes it alone builds gradually from its simple warped funk loops into a deeply dubby disco excursion held together by taut percussion. The equally excellent 'Over And Oved was produced with the Idjuts' Dan Tyler, and it shows with ils tripped-out wah- wah guitar and layers of drums creating a more live feel AB 
MOA 'MEMORY CLOUD' (TOMMY BOY) ALTERNATIVE At times sounding like a more polished Nicolette, Icelandic singer Moa delivers her truly sparkling vocals over this mélodie slice of 'jazz-tronica'. Focused remixes corne from J-Majik and Attica Blues, the former an aquatic-bleeping drum & basser, the latter head-nodding hip-hop whose instrumental is that tad bit scratchier. • • • • • JH 
DIESEL & JARVIS 'URBAN HEIGHTS' (DISCOCAINE) (HOUSE) Gloriously lush disco house beats fill the grooves as a Ballistic Brother and the Jus' Trax man join forces. There's no let-up in the solid beats on the two mixes (including one by Discocaine) of 'Starline'. The flip 'Turnaround' is a more convenfional disco tune without the hammering beats and bas distinctive Sunday morning appeal. • • • • 88 

SILICONE SOUL 'ALL N1GHT LONG' (SOMA) (HOUSE) This follow-up to the Glasgow outfit's well-received début ,'The Strip'. brings to mind some of Soma's former protégés and is none the worse for it. 'Ail Night Long' combines a deep-but-funky bassline and sparse discoid percussion to create a techno-boogie crossover sound not a million miles from that of DJ Q. Over on the flip, 'Sly Guy' is a Daft Punk-ish slab of warped disco that is going to get plenty of dancefloor exposure, while the more original 'Midnite Rambler' is a relaxed late-night delight with its warm guitar thèmes. • • • • AB 
■ravi-y ■ 

VARIOUS 'KING OF THE BEATS 2' (TEAM/MUSHROOM) (HIP HOP) There are plenty of bip hop compilations doing the rounds at présent. This is one of a sériés that aims to put classics alongside newer names, as well as strelching the boundaries a little by including the Chemical Brothers, Future Sound Of London and The Prodigy. From the old skool, there's Run DMC, Public Enemy, Extra Ts and the Ultra Magnetic MCs alongside UK names such as such as London Posse and Bomb The Bass. Of the new crews, Amazon ll's breakbeat classic 'King Of The Beat' lives up to its name and the Bronx Dogs' 'Tribute To Jazzy Jay' is a fab funky groove. Possibly better than volume one, this is a treat. • • • • 88 

SWAG 'COLLECTED WORKS 1995-1998' (JUS' TRAX) (TECHNO) Sheffield's Richard Brown and Chris Ducktield have quietiy put out a string of quality techno-flavoured house tracks in recent years and this compilation proves just how prolific they were. They may have originally been made primarily for the dancefloor - none have titles, just versions - but together they make a cracking album. In the same way that Farley & Relier have appealed to the house crowds, their label-mates Swag went straight fo techno jugular. If you haven't tasted them yet, 'Collected Works' wi" a banquet of delighls. • • • • • 



5 3 TOP OF THE WORLD 28 2 HORSE & CARRIAGE 1 3 F1ND A WflY/STEPPiN' IT UP 2 3 NO ONE ÈLSECOMES CLOSE 8 3 ROCK WITH YOU 4 4 BE CAREFUL 10 2 BEHIND THE FRONT (LP) 9 3 STAYAWHILE Œa REASONS 24 3 REWIND (FINDAWAY) 16 3 HEREWEGOAGAIN 131 LIFE IN 1472 ES MAKEITHOT 7 5 IWANNABEYOUR LADY 13 3 WOULD ! LIE 

Beverley Knight Arelha Franklin Jerroalne Oupri présents Nicole féal. Mlssy Elliolt 
3 6 ( 

Parloplione/Rliyllim Sériés Arisla Se Se Del Gold Mind/East West Island Unlvetsal Coolie mpo 
Elistia Lavemc Cltarlolle Honeyz 

THE FIRST NIGHT 1 EYES DONT LIE î GIVEMEAREASON 1 SKIN IN THE STREET (SUMMERTIME) SAMPLER HEADSHIGH Mr. Vegas ' THE ARMSOF THE ONE WHO LOVES YOU Xscape ) MONEY CParli Ballimote I WITH ME Desliny's Chlld ? DAYDREAMING TalyanaAIi I WILOSTYLE EP: WILDSTYLE/BABY. THIS LOVE IHAVE/OFF THE HED Desert Eaple Dises i FEELMY DESIRE J.D. Brailhwailc IT'S TRUE Oueen Pen COKIE WITH ME Pull Daddy leal. Jimmy Page ! STREET CINEMA (LP) Sporly Tltieves 3 ARE YOU THAT S0ME80DY? Aaliyah 5 YOU'RE NUMBER ONE/LOVE UNDER CONTROL Noël McKoy ' IWANT YOU BACK 98 Jackson 5 leal, Black Rob IAINT HAVIN' THAT 1 ONCE IN A LIFETIME 3 SUMMER LOVE (IfS ALRIGHT) ! l'LL COME RUNNIN' ! FIRST FAMILY 4 LIFE 

So So Def/Columbla Unlertalnmenl Columbia 

[commentary] | 
by tofiy lafsWes 

AU change this week, and some ■ quality records throughout the ■ ranks. BHArmv makes iltothe top of the chart with the suitably-titled 'Top Of the World'... Meanwhile, CAM RON jumps a huge 27 places to this week's number two. This means the omniprésent MASE provides cameo raps on both our top two records this week... Steve Jervler's Jerv label makes its début in the top 10 with KlESHAV's •Reasons'. That's followed by another UK offering, BEVERLEY KNIGHT's 'Rêwind', which I personally preferto its predecessor 'Made It Back'... Highly désirable is the four- traek samplerfrom JERHAIRE DUPRI's '1472' album. It contains the track 'Sweetheart' featuring MAR1AH CAREY, which is set to be huge. Dupri also featurps as producer of RiOI-nC.A's 'Love Hangover"- sampling 'First Night', which enters at 17... Timbaland and Missy Elliott provide one of their finest créations to date for NlCQl L's 'Too Mot' at 16. This is the (irst release on Missy's label Gold Mind... FUMKfdASTER fltx is releasing his first mix show CD on Loud/RGA and a lasty three-track sampler is currently promoting it. It comprises a Wli ' freestyle, an track and a Wyclef/Flex loint production, ■Here We Go' by KHADEJIA FEATURING PROOUCT, which is similar in style to Pras's 'Ghetto Supastar'... Finally, it's good to see MB VEGAS's ragga smash and former RM Tune Of The Week 'Fleads Fligh' enter the chart at 23. 

POP [handbag] 
I MYSTERIOUS TIMES I COME INTOMYUFE/FREEDFROM DESIRE l EDGE OF HEAVEN i LAURA l YOU'RE MYHEART, YOU'RE MY SOUL l IT'S ALRIGHT I AIN'T NO MOUNTAIN HIGHENOUGH I YOU'RE MY WORLD I REAL GOOD TIME ! BORABORA IN MY LIFE l SOFINE YOU KNOW HOW TO LOVE ME 

i NEEDIN'YOU WORKITUP THE REALTHING WITH TRIS RING LET ME GO I INSTANT REPLAY 

0 33 10 3 "1 29 5 035 19 2 0 36 24 2 

I STAY i THE RHYTHMIS MAGIC i TRULY MADLY DEEPLY TO LOVE YOU MORE i ATOMIC'98 i EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT IBELIEVE IN MIRACLES ! GODISADJ i WE DONT HAVE TOTAKE OUR CLOTHESOFF ' EYES DONT LIE 

Sash! féal. Tina Cousins Gala 2 Unlimlted Nek Modem Talking 

Respect leal JacJdeflejst. Tin Tin OurteâOlièilêyNBlson HighJinx Honeyz David Morales presenls The Face Sleaze Sislers Tony Di Bart Molella/Pbil Jay présents Heaven 17 me Gambafreaks leal. Paco Rivaz 

Rapport leat. Rochelle Blondie Sweetbox 

INCredlble Focus Wlldstar 

VC Recordings Humour 1st Avenue/Mercury 
Cleveland Cily Virgin Evocalive 

THE DAY WILL COME AU Atound The World EMI Mercury 

comme | by alan janes 
It's still tight at the top, whereH SASHI continue to bask in theW glory of their fourth number one Pop Tip hîî . in five releases, and remain a short head in ~ front of GALA, With 2 UN LIMITED at three. NEK at four and MODERK TALKING at five, the entire top five is made up of continental acts for the first time ever. Aussie DENI MINES is sixth, and American JOGELYîl BROWN seventh, leaving Brit JANE MCDONALD to take eighth place... Number one for three weeks recently, BLONDIE's 'Atomic '98' had slipped as low as number 31, but recovers slightly and now holds 28th position. A month after it was scheduled to be commercially released as a single it lias disappeared from the EMI schedule and is now apparently unlikely to corne out. That belng the case, the Kat People mix which appears on the 12-inch promo. will be a rarity. The other mixes on the promo both appear on the 'Atomic - Best Of Blondie' album released a couple of weeks ago... The longest-running hit on the chart is 'Do You Love Me Boy' by Irish neweomer KERRI-ANH, which holds the title after just seven weeks in the Top 40 as several long-term residents drop out to make way for a dozen new entries. Despite her club success - 'Do You Love Me Boy' reaehed number two - Kerri- Ann's single is noticeably absent from the Top 40 of the salés chart this week - though this may be due to the fact it is priced at more than £4 in some shpps, the highesl price l've yet seen for a regular UK CD single. 
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[upfronthôïïsëiP 
2 IN MY LIFE (JOSE NUNEZ/ER1C KUPPEFi/DANNY J LEWIS MIXES) José Nuoez m Minkin, 3 GODIS A DJ (ROLLO & S1STER BLISS/SHARP BOYS/SERIOUS DANGER MIXES) Faithless ChS 2 ALRIGHTW1TH ME (MARK PICCHIOTTI MIXES) Shemette May '•* ^ 4 THE DAYWILLCOME(QUAKE/LUCID/JUDGE JULES MIXES) Quake T 
) SI E.*:: „ THE REAL THING (KNUCKLEFIEADZ/MELONHEADS/J-HEADS/JONESEY MIXES) Tony Di Bart CleveLd cS 0 8131 5SSM«^MllSi^Di^Lm^SMSSTB™&HARDYH™/WHRODITESMICKEYFINN/RJ/BAMMERMIXES)Mot|V Mule ""3 SOMETIMES(MATTDAREY/BABYBLUE/CAMISRA/MANSA MIXES) Tin Tin Oui williShelley Nelson VCRecordinos 4 8 NEEDIN'YOU (DAVID MORALES MIXES) Dauid Morales présents The Face Azoïpanifesto 3 3 SO FINE (FRANKIE KNUCKLES/SHARP BOYS/MR PINK1ISA MARIE EXPERIENCE MIXES) Kinane Coaiilion P j2 na REACH F0R THE SKY (GRANT NELSON/JON RILEYA/ICTOR SIMONELLI MIXES) 70s Age Evocative 0,3 6 3 BORA BORA (AK/JONESEY/MONTERA MIXES) Da Hool Manilesto 50 2 HEAVENINEED(JOHAN S MIXES) Social Security Diverse „ _a SUMMERT1ME (LOVE TOINFINITY/BOOKER T MIXESJAN THE STREET (SUMMERTIME) (IGNORANTS MIXES) Honeyz Ist Avenue/Metcuiy o 16 34 2 STEP 2 ME (GRANT NELSON/BUMP & FLEX MIXES) Grant Nelson Projed leat. Jean McClain Swing City o 47 13 5 MUSIC SOUNOS BEFTER WITH YOU Slardusl French Roule 0 18 8 3 MYSTERIOUS TIMES (SASHI/JOHN B. NORMAN/TODD TERRY/FIN TIN OUT/BABY BLUE/SUPERSTRING MIXES) Sash! leat. Tina Cousins Mulliply o 49 14 4 MUSIC IS THE ANSWER (DANC1N' & PRANCIN') (DANNY TENAGLIA MIXES) Oanny Tenaglia leal. Celeda Twisled Unlled Kingdom o2D 43 2 HONG KONG AFFAIR (UK GOLD/ETA/FLETCH MIXES) Sergio Reverb/Foreign Policy -g HOME (ORIGINAl/TROUSER ENTHUSIASTS/KLM MIXES) Trilhy Paral.lel 7 3 AMAZON CHANT (AIRSCAPE/HELIOTROPIC MIXES) Aiiscape Xtravaganza 0 23 29 2 OISCO DANCING (PLASTIIWMRPINK MIXES) Plaslika Ultraxx/tlrr 0 24 26 2 JEWELZ AND DIAMONDZ (DA FUNKSTARZ MIXES) Silvab Bulle! Arthroh o 25 El SUMMERTIME (HELIOTROPIC/OUIETMAN MIXES) Surge leat. Sally Slrawberry Millennium 0 26 23 7 STORM(MAN WITH NO NAMEmOLLERCOASTER MIXES) Storm Positiva 0 27 21 6 EL NINO (MATT DAREY/AGNELLI & NELSON MIXES) Agnelli & Nelson RGB/XIravaganza 0 28 37 2 RESCUE ME (JAM1EMYERS0N/ANGELM0RAES/NITEBREED MIXES) JamieMyerson leat. CarolTripp Ovum Recotdings/SE 0 29 El CHAIN OF POOLS (BFL MIXES) B.F.L. Project Riddler Records Inc. 0 30 15 4 KICKIN' HARD (KLUBBHEADS/PF PROJEGT/ROLLERCOASTER/DJ DISCO/MARCO V & BENJAMIN MIXES) Klubbheads Wonderboy 31 11 3 EYES DONT LIE (COLOUR SYSTEMS INC, MIXES) Truce BigLile 32 El DUAQUAQUA (PROPHETS OF SOUND/DAVIDSON OSPINA/EARL MIXES) Tanimoody Dislinctive 33 31 5 MY DESIRE (CLUB ASYLUM/DREEMTEEM/TIM DELUXE MIXES) Amira Slip'N'Slide/VC Recordings 34 16 2 REAL GOOD TIME (SLEAZESISTERS/STONEBRIDGE MIXES) Aida Wildstar 35 22 6 THE ULTIMATE(CHOAD)(TALL PAUL MIXES) FunkyChoad leat. NickSkiU Pire Island/tlrr 36 El RAIN (CASCADE/BRA1NBUG/PERPETUAL MOTION MIXES) Btainbug Positiva 37 41 2 DEJA VU (E-SMOOVE/MJ COLE MIXES) E-Smoove feat. Latanza Walets AM:PM 38 1 2 3 TEMPIffllON (B MASIERS MIXES)BESIGNING HEAVBI (G MOROOEB MKJFENIHOUSE S PAVEMHff (R DRIVERÎIMWI MIXESJÎRlIIHEfIS SBIERS (lANGE MK) Heawnfl Eagte 39 19 4 INSTANT REPLAY (RHYTHMMASTERS MIXES) Gambatreaks leal. Paco Rivaz Evocative 0 40 28 6 EVERYBODY DANCE (THE HORN SONG) (CLUB ASYLUM MIX) Barbara Tucker Positiva 0 41 El THE BODY SHINE EP: BODY SHINE/FUNKY SHINE Bllly Hendrix Hooj Choons o 42 El PIANEI ROCK (DAVE TtPPER/SHUMACHERIG.CORP CREW/ERIC POWELL & GEORGE ACCASTAS MIXES) fllrika Birabaalaa S Tbe Seul Sonic Forte AboWax/PassIon, 0 43 El DANCE (LENNY FONTANA/DREEM TEAM/MENTOR MIXES) Club Culture féal. Michael Whitehead Big Bang 0 44 33 2 OUTOF CONTROL(FLUKE/BI-POLAR MIXES)The Rolling Stones ..JS 0 45 39 3 DANCING WITH YOU (FULLINTENT10N/H.0.G. MIXES) BiniS Martini Azuli/AM:PIVI 0 46 27 3 DONT CHOO WANNA/DOIT ALL NIGHT T-Total 99Degrees 0 47 38 2 IKNOWENOUBH(PMF MIXES) Theaudience 0 48 20 4 STOMPING SYSTEM (CAMISRAOSTG MIXES) JS:16 ...vcc, n u <-■ 0 49 24 2 REAL GOOD (DOUBLE SIX/CHRIS &JAMES/FREDDYFRESH/SOULOFMAN/ZENTERRORISTS MIXES) Double Six 50 25 5 NEW KINDOFMEDICINE (DAVID MORALES/DANNYTENAGLIWD-INFLUENCE/ALBERT CABRERA MIXES) Ultra Nati 0 51 18 3 THE RHYTHM IS MAGIC (KAPPI/NU-BIRTH MIXES) Isabel o 52 El PARAD1SE (LP) Bob Sinclair _ . 0 53 48 5 STRICTLY BUSINESS (MANTRONIK MIXES) MantronikvsEPMD Pnonty/Parlophone 1 ÎSK!SSiS&™^ib«"«.SS«««. «S— 56 30 4 SOUL BOSSA NOVA (THE FAB & THEGROOVY MIXES) The Cool, The Fab & The Groovy près. Quincy Jones o 57 El WORK IT (AL D1N0 & FLORES MIX) 7th District Inc. & Michael Procter 0 58 53 2 DJANGO (MR SPRING MIX) The Swimmer 0 59 51 5 CAREFREEIFULL INTENTION MIXES) Mica Paris 68 El SUNMACHINE (DARIO 6/ECHOBEATZ MIXES) Dano G 

DulyFtee 

[commentary]| by alan jones Last week's highest new at number nine, JOSE NUNEZ'sf irrésistible 'In My Life', soars to the chart summit this week, comfortably dethroning former chart-topper 'God 1s A DJ' by FAITHLESS, over which it now bas a lead of more than 16%. It's the second number one of the yearfor the Sound Of Ministry label, which previously ruled the roost via State Of Mind's Take Control' in June last year. Tn My Life' misses out on becoming the first record simultaneously to top the UK and US club charts in the past flve years, losing its pôle position In America - where it is released on Erick Morillo's Subliminal label - only a week after gaining it... There are three new entries to the Top 10 in this week's chart, TONY DI BART leading the way with what some mightsuggest is an unnecessary remix of his 1994 hit 'The Real Thing' on the prolific Cleveland City label. It's already just one notch short of its original club chart peak - number six - but is very unlikely to equal its number one sales chart success of the time... Increasing its clubland pénétration for the fifth week in a row, STAROUST's 'Music Sounds Better With You' nevertheless slips 13-17, as it gets roughed up in a particularly compétitive part of the chart, With massive exposure now from Radio One - it even teatures in the Radio One In Ibiza trailers 
even bigger hit on the sales chart when released next week... Recent weather suggests otherwise, but two new entries to this week's chart suggest, rather optimistically, that it is 'Summertime'. Debuting at number 25, SURGE's song of that name is indeed the Gershwin standard but THE HONEYZ' number 15 début of the same title is a new song. The Honeyz are a new girl group from the same 1st Avenue stable that previously unleashed Michelle Gayle, Louise, Etemal and Dina Carroll - who has a new single due herself in a few weeks - to name but four. The mixes of 'Summertime' making most impact in the clubs are those by Love To infinity, which are not scheduled for commercial release... Breakers just outside this week's chart corne from: D-INFLUENCE, BLUE ADONIS, JOCELYN, AGE OF LOVE, THE ALOOF, WAGON CHRIST, SPRINKLER, Y TRAXX, WISEGUYS, RAVEN MAIZE and MANTRONIX. 

music week directory 1998 

Chain it up stapie it down hide it! 
Anyone who owns a Music Week directory will tell you that if you 
want to hold on to it, you have to resort to pretty extreme measures! 
So next time you catch someone trying to steal your copy, give them 
one of these numbers; 0171 921 5957 or 0171 921 590 



[chart] 

COOLCUTS HOTLINE hXgT 515 585 THE FASTESTWAYTO HEARTHE BESTUPFRONTDANCE MUSIC W W W ■ W 

Yellow 
INCredible 

WloWax 

1 (3) GYM TONIC Bob Sinclair 
2 (2) WHENIFALL IN LOVE Abacus (Catchyhoused-up balladaimedatthe charts) 
3 (1) PSYENCE FICTION U.N.K.L.E. (Fouryears in the making and ready to explode) 
4 CSl SOMETIMES Tin Tin Out (With mixes from MattDarey Baby Blue and Camisra) 
5 m STRONG IN LOVE Chicane (Epiepop-dance tune) 
6 (5) PSYCHOUT Slacker (Long-awaited return from the Slackerduo) 
7 (6) DEJA VU E-Smoove (Coolgarage tune with mixes from MJ Cote) 
8 m DREAM ON Art Of Noise (With mixes from Way Out West) 
9 (9) MY BEAT Blaze (With mixes from Derrick Carter and Frankie Valentine) 
10 \m NEED GOOD LOVE Tuff Jam (With mixes from Santiago Blue and Todd Edwards) 
11 (12) ROCK WITH YOU D-Influence (Mousse Tgives this Michael Jackson covera lift) 
12 CB3 MOTHER FU#KIN REAL Prisoners Of Technology (Fearsome drum & bass with an unforgettable drop) 
13 CEI C'MON CINCINNATI Delakota (Originalfunkylo-fisounds) 
14 CEI SUNHUIVIP Vlridian (Dutchfunkytrancetrack) 
15 CEI SK'SDhUCm'Hugstar (CheekyBeeGees number from the BurgerQueen) 
16 CED EQUILIBRIUM Anthony SGeorgio (Another classic Euro tune surfaces with new mixes) 
17 CEI HOOTIN' & T00TIN' Kiez Kidz (Sharp'smixisa winner on this package) 
18 CEI REVENGE OFTHEKILLER BEES Airto Moreira (LegendaryBrazilianpercussionist in a soundclash with AshleyBeadle, Justice and others) Melt2fl00 
19 CEI GOT TO GET UP Carpe Diem vs Afrika Bamhaata (Bambaata's rap gets a new twist) Multiply 
20 CEI TERIVIINATE Jon The Dentist (Tough hardhouse with a mixfrom Yves Deruyter) Additive 

Xtravaganza 
Jukebox In The Sky 

AIVI:PIVl 
ZTT 

SIlp'N'Slide 
Locked On/XL 

Echo 
Fresh Kutt 

Go Beat 
Glow 

Pneumatic 
Kickin' 

Club Tools 

mode-2098 
^Code-2117 
mode-2119 
mode-2130 
mode-2131 
mode-2118 
mode-2119 : 
mode-2132 
mode-2120 
mode-2133 
mode-2122 
mode-2134 
mode-2135 
mode-2136 
mode-2137 
mode-2138 
mode-2139 
mode-2140 
mode-2141 
mode-2142 

The Cool Cuts Hotline 
Brought to you by record mirror and frontier média, the hotline 
offers you the chance to hear any track on the chart. You can select 

■H ■ ■ ] j tracks in any order by using the codes attached to the chart and skip backwards and forwards through the tracks, so you won't waste 
time listening to mixes you've already heard. If you want to be 
among the first to hear the hottest tracks of the week, call the Cool 

HAOl Kl G KMK CutsHotlinenow-Détails abouthowto use the Cool Cuts Hotline VOT-f can befoundabove the Cool Cuts Chart. 
The Cool Cuts Hotline is updated every week at midnight on Sunday 
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THE OFFICI CHARTS AL 

ALBUMS t 8 AUGUS 

CHART 
COMMENTARY 

bv ALAN JONES 

Maintaining a place in the top three for the llth week in a row (it entered the medals table on 30 May, and has sînce moved 3-3-3-3-1-2-1-2-3-2-2), the Corrs' Talk On Corners album has proved remarkably successful for the Irish group, reaily taking flight after it was re-presscd to include their recent hit single Dreams. Last week it simultane- ously topped half a million sales at retail and double platinum status, the 

ALBUM FACTFIIE latter in récognition of shipments 600,000 copies. It is currently sell aroùnd 25,000 copies a week, and likely to increase thaï and enjoy a run at number one in the near futi airplay builds on their upcoming s What Can I Do. Remixed with restreint by Tin Tin Out, it enters Top 50 of the airplay chart this w number 29, leapfrogging Dreams, is ranked 41st. 

«ane McDonald continues to reap the Irewards from her prominence in the BBC es The Cruise, spending 5 third week atop the listings v self-titled début album. It sold a further 29,000 copies last week, to bring its cumulative sales to more than 100,000. Thafs three limes as many as the next biggest seller by a new British temale artist this year - Billie Myers1 Growing Pains having sold 34,000 - though the likelihood of McDonald winning a Brit award are probably remote. On a very quiet week, the chart's highest new entry cornes from Roadrunner band Fear Factory, who début at number 20 with Obsolète. The Los Angeles - based band have yet to chart in America but previously reached number 27 in the UK with their 1995 album Demanufacture, which has sold almost 40,000 copies so far. Obsolète s 

MARKET REPORT AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES TOP 10 C0MPAN1ES TOP CQRPORATE CROUPS 

a little ov r 7,00 Meanwhile two of the high profile new 
COMPILATIONS 

SALES UPDATE 

the US album quieter Uk t three and four in the States but at 106 and 119 in the UK. Dupri's album, at least, can be expected to improve 

considerably on this once his upcoming single Sweetheart is released. It features vocals from Mariah Carey - though it will probably lose her téléphoné message intro in which she enquires of Dupri *You fucking tonight?" along the way. Meanwhile, 2Pac,s latest posthumous album In His Own Words ■ débuts at number 65. Comprising primarily 
however^sTfeature a handful of ràp tracks, ail previously unreleased. Its appearance has acted as an aide memoir for record buyers, and sales of his back catalogue increased noticeably last week, with his most recent album R U Still Down? (Remember Me) more than doubling its weekly sales to re-enter the Top 200 at number 143. Outstanding sales and airplay of Viva Forever have helped sales of the Splce Girls' Spiceworld album to revive considerably. Moving 24-21-16 in the last fortnight, it has lifted its sales by nearly a third. 

Fresh Hits 98 is the number one compilation for the slxth straight week, and the number one album overall for the fourth time, having sold a further 36,000 copies last week. That's almost twice as many as The Best Dance Album In The World...Ever! Volume 8, which eases into second place ahead of Grease, which held the runner-up slot for three weeks, but now slides to number three. The highest new entry is PolyGram TV's Relax! The Ultimate SO's Mix. One of numerous recent compilations to focus its 
double album featuring 36 tracks segued into two mixes, among them ABC's Poison Arrow, King's Love And Pride and Big In Japan by Alphaville. Aside from the fact it it mixed. one of its biggest attractions is the 

inclusion of several difficult to find 12-inch mixes, including Shout by Tears For Fears, Sometimes by Brasure and the rarely seen New York Mix of the Frankie Goes To Hollywood hit which inspired the album's title. A best of the year tally of seven soundtrack albums are among the Top 50 compilations this week, with Grease still leading its more contemporary rivais by some distance. In fact, the 19,000 copies 
as Godzilla sold in being the number two soundtrack and the number 16 compilation overall. The other soundtracks In the Top 50 are The Wedding Singer (number 24), The Full Monty (number 28), City Of Angels (number 31), Réservoir Dogs (number 44) and Lost In Space (number 47), 

AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP CORPORATE GROUPS 

SALES UPDATE 

THE YEAR SO FAR... 
TOP 20 ALBUMS 

THE YEAR SO FAR... 
TOP 20 COMPILATIONS 

: THE FULL MONTY LETS TALK ABOUT LOVE 
VARIOUS ARTISTS ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK VARIOUS ARTISTS 

CATATONIA TEXAS SIMPLY RED SPICE GIRLS 

PETETONG/BOY GEORGE-I DIANA PRINCESS OFWALES- TOPOF THE POPS 1998-VOLUr 
VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS 
VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS VARIOUS ARTISTS 

MAVERICK A STRiKE 5 THE ANNUAL III - PETE TONG & BOY GE 
MOTOWN/POLYGRAM TV 

EMI/VIR6IN/P0LYGRAM RCA VICTOR WARN ER/G LO BAL/SO N YTV WARNER/GLOBAiySONYTV EMI/VIRGIN/P0LY6RAM COLUMBIA MINISTRYOF SOUND DIANA MEMORIAL FUNO POLYGRAM TV VIRGIN/EMI VIRGIN/EM1 MINISTRYOF SOUND GLOBAL TELEVISION POLYGRAM TV MINISTRYOF SOUND POLYGRAM TV POLYDOR GLOBAl/POLYGRAM TV 
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„ c ^ I111? ,o . , Lalîel/CD IDisiributorI | 3 g CassWinyl l A. B I1"6 ,D , , Labol/CD (Disiributoil g Arbst (Producer) CassWinvI 
■ i j ^ m 26 ^ 26 BIG WILLIE STYLE • Columbia 4886622/4886624/4886621 |SM| WTill Smilh (Pdf Oaddy/Trackmasiers/Warren G/Oupris/Jazzy Jeff/Variousl RO 63 sjTHEFATOFTHELANDYtG XLRecordtagsIW4844652fW) The Prodigy IHowletl) XLMC121/XILP121 

35 TALK ON CORNERS *2 Atlantic7567831062/7567831064/-(W| The Cotre (Uebor/Fosler/Corr/PBareon/Knowles/StBinberg/Ballardl 
27 « ,9 m BEST 0F Fomana 5581732 |R CO 53 9 ADORE O HutWirgin CDHUTX51 (E) The Smashing Pumpkins (Corgan/Wood) HUTMCX 517- 

2? 28 - 26 MYWAY - THE BEST OF ★ Reprisa 3362467122(W) RZ1 En SGTPEPPER'SLONELYHEARTSCLUB BAND PadepbedeiEi The Baadas (Martin) CDP 74644227rCPCS 7027/PCS 7027 
3' 35 INTERNATIONAL VELVET ★Blanco V Negro39S4208342 |WI Catatonia (Tommy D/Cotatonial 3984208344/3984208341 29 - 127 OCEAN DRIVE *6 Hîcard/Polydor5237872 (F) Ughlboose Family (Pedonl 5237874/- 55 30 2 GOOD MORNING SPIDER P3rlophena4960l42(EI 
4 6 4, P0STCARDS FR0M HEAVEN *4 WiidCard/PoiydoriF) • Lighlbouse family IPeder) 5395162/5395164/- 30 = 8 NEVER S-A-Y NEVER Allanlic 7567830392 |W) RR 58 3TWOPAGES Talkin Loud 5584622IR 4 Hero (Dego/Macl -/5688791 
5 3 2 DESIRELESS O Polydor 5372262 (R Eagle-Eye Cherry (Kviman/Eagle-Eya Cherry/Ahlundl 5372264/- 31 - 78 WH1TE ON BLONDE *5 Mercury 5343152/5343154/-|R Texas (Texas/Hedges/Stewait/Rae & Christian/Boilerhouse Boys) R7 En IWHAFSTHESTORYIMORNINGG10RY?*I3 CeaConcjmvi Oasis IMotris/Gallagherl CRECD 189/CCRE1S37CRELP 189 
6* 3, Ltl S IALK ABUUI LUVt *5 Epic489i592(SM)ft QO M Câline Dion IMarbn/Fosler/Walie/AlanasieN/Homer/Han) 439(531/-|y Oc. 59 0K COMPUTER "*3 Parlophone CDNODATA02tE) 2 Radiohead (Godrich/Radiohoadl TCNODATA 02/NODATA 02 ' RR 71 146 THE BENDS-*2 PartophoneCDPCS7372IE) ■J" Radiohead ILeckiel TCPCS 7372/'PCS 7372 

■ 7 ,0 39 LIFETHRU A LENS *4 ChrysalisCDCHR6127|E) Robbie Williams IChambets/Powerl TCCHR 6127/- 33 - 28 TITANIC (OST) *2 Sony ClassicalSK63213|SM| J James Horner (Horner/Franglen) ST 63213/- 5 g 66 26 F0RG1VEN,N0TF0RG0TTEN# Adantic 7567326122 IW) 
8 8 12 VERSION 2.0 • Mushtoom MUSH 29CD (3MV/P) * Garbago (Garbagel MUSH 29MC/MUSH 29LP ' 34 « 20 BIG CALM • Indochina ZEN 017CDX (P| Morcheeba IMorcbseba/Nomsl ZEN 017MC/ZEN 0I7LP gQ 51 eEMBRYfl ^ Columbia4894202(SM) 
9 5 4 HELLO NASTY • Grand Royal/Parlophone 4957232 |E) .- Beasbe Boys IBoastie Boys/Caldato Jrl 4957234/4957231 35 - io SITTIN'ON TOP OF THE WORLD# CuMUbetadon 5560202 in LeAnn Rimes IWCRimesl 5560204/- CI 39 ,7 MELTING POT BeggarsBanquetBBQCOiga'BBQMClOSIV) u 11 TheChartaBnsICharlesraisdalans/miage/Nagle/Jones/FloMI BBOIPISS 

10 = „ BLUE* East West 3984230972 (W) Simply Red (Wrighl/Yashiki/Hucknall) 3984230974/3984230971 36 - 5 SUPERNATURAL SonVS2 4897192 ISM) CO 56 3,LIKEY0UD0...THEBEST0F*2 Epie4890342(SM) UghtnIngSeedsiBroudia'Bascombe/Rogers'QliarmIjy/Bacon) 4S30344,'- 
11 " 10 WHERE WE BEL0NG ★ Poiydor557557^5573984/-(F| 37 - 9 WHEN WE WÊRE THE NEW BOYS • W.me,Br.lhers9362467922 m Red Stewart ISlematl/Savigar) 93624879247- CO EU C0ME "OWN Capitol562059(El '-,i™ Tho Dandy WatbolsILasbTraylor) 8365054/836505) 
12 " 44 URBAN HYMNS -A-e HiitAdrginCDHUT45IE) À OO 6S Tho Verve lyoutWTheVerva/Pottorl HUTMC 45/HUTIP 45 JO ,6 BRING IT ON Hul/Vïrgîn CDHUTX 49 (E) Gomez (Gomez) HUTMC 49/HUTDLP 49 C/l 6, 9 GROWING, PAINS UniversalUND53100(BMG) BillieMyersIChild) UNO 53100/- 
13 14 36 LER 0FTHE MIDDLE *2 RCA 74321571382 IBMG) 39 ' ,90 G0LD - GREATEST HITS *3 Polydor5170072|R 05 UgJ] IN HIS OWN WORDS Eagle EAGCO 050(BMG) 
14'| 3 ATOMIC - THE VERY BEST OF EMI 4949962|E) 40 - 21 TIN PLANET • Guiguttinsiv) Space (Wheatley/Space) GUTMC 5/- CC 54 65 BLUR ★ Food/Parlophone FOODCD 19(E) UU Blur (Street) FOODTC WOODLP19 
15 3 8 THEGOOD WILL0UT • HuWirginCOmPWEW 41 « 33 WORD GETS AR0UND • VZWR 1000439OMV/PI Stéréophonies (Bird & Bushl WB 1000434/WR1000431 C 7 En FRESCO ★2 M People/BMG 74321524902 (BMG) u' MPeeplelMPeeple) 74321524904/74321524901 

A16 ' 39 SPICEWORLD *5 Virgin CDV2850IE) Spice Girls (Slonnard/Rowe/Absolutel TCV 2850/V 2850 42 - 21 C0ME ON 0VER • Mercury 5580002 (F) 0g 45 2 DISTANT DREAMS Manifeste5586742IR 
17 6 

6 FIVE • RCA 74321589762774321589764/- (BMGJ , 43 50 ,5 MAVERICK A STRIKE ★ Epie4887582 (SM) Finley Quaye IQuaye/BacoiVQuarmbyl 4887584/4887581 69 EU C
FA^IN^ INT°Y0g ,*7

W Et483
S™Z'^73H;'ismi 

18 ' 36 ALL SAINTS *4 London 5560172 (R Ail Saints (Vanousl 5560174/- 44 - 42 THE VELVET ROPE * VirginCDV286G(E) 70 « 4 MOVING ON O Ginga/VirginCDV2852|E| ' ^ 911(Doiig!3s/6reen/Harding/Cumo?//Rose/Fostef/James| TCV 2852/- 
19 5 22 RAY 0F LIGHT *2 Maverick9362468472 (Wl 45 - 3 RIALTO China WOLCD1086(P) Riallo (Bull) WOLMC1086/WOL1086 71 PICT FORMICA BLUES EchoECHODi7(P) # | (viono (Virgo/Abiss) ECHMC17/ECHLP17 

020 0 T] OBSOLETE Roadrunner RR 87522 (R ,■ 'U, Fear Factory {Fulfaer/Fear Factory) RR 87524/-' 46 - 68 PROTECTION/NO PROTECTION * Virgin wbrco 3(E) -J2 65 3 THE BOY IS MINE Arista07822190112(BMG) 
21 = 15 MEZZANINE • CircaAflrginWBRCDX4(El Massive Attack (Massive Atlack/Davidge) WBRMC 4/WBRLP 4 47 E ■m TRAVELLING WITHOUT MOVING ★3SonyS2(SMi , Jamiroquai IKey/Stono/M Beat! 4839999/4839934/4839991 70 75 219 BROTHERS IN ARMS *13 Vertige8244992(R ' ^ Dire Straits (Knopfler/Dorfsman) VERHC 25/VERH 25 
22 » 22 TRAMPOLINE ★ MCA Nashville UMD 80456 (BMG) j The Mavericks (Malo/Cook) UMC 80456/- 48 - ,9 VERY BEST OF THE BEE GEES *-3 Polydor 84OT2F1 7/1 m BUTTERFLY • Columbia 4885372 (SM| / H Ul* Mafiah Carey (Coftibs/The Umnuh/Slsvie J/Carev-'Alanasiefi) 4«5374'«35371 
23 - 39 AQUARIUM ★ Universal UMD 85020(BMG) Aqua (Jam/Delgado/Rasted/Norreen/Variousl UMC 85020/- 49 » 3 ACROSS A WIRE ■ LIVE IN NEW YORK Geifee ged 25226 ibmgi Coundng Crows (Murphy/Simon/Diomedi/McDonald) -/- 75 ^SP'CE+lO Virgin CDV 2812 IE) 
24 - 22 SAVAGE GARDEN • Columbia 4871^ISM)i 50 ' ia THIS IS HARDCORE# isiandcid8066(R Pulp (Tbomas) ICT S066fllPSD 8066 
25 * 3 LUTRICIA MCNEAL wiidstar cdwild s (wi Lutricia McNeal (Papalexis/Larossi/Yacoub/Benn) CAWILD 5/- 51 - 7 TRY WHISTLING THIS O Parlephene4951392 (El Neil Rnn (Finn/Dc Vries/Blake/Moginiol 4951394/4351391 . 1300.0001 • 1100.0001 160,0001 ^ 

TOP COMPILATIONS 

3 2 5, GREASE (OST) 

10 = 
11 = 
12 c 

13 C 
14 C 
15 
16 
17Ë 
18 
19 
20 
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ALI THE CHftBTS 

EXPOSUREE 8 AUGUST 1998 

TRACK OF 
THE WEEK 

by STEVE HEMSLEY The showcases demonstrated ; Karen was a long-term artist je an exception with Lookmg For Love, placed the song on his 8 list a fortnight y and says he always expected the son| ie a number one airplay hit. it is the perfect radio record and is still sarching extremely well among our 

THE TOP 10 STATIONS BEHIND 
LOOKING FOR LOVE exception of totally non-dance stations such as Virgin,■■ he says. "We also secured two 

ôtciéfiupt" 

Foliowing a sériés of showcases arranged by Mercury for radio, she invited by Galaxy 101's head of mu Cass to play an a studio interview on February 19. The has continued to support the track wi heavy rota Ramirez returns to Bristoi on Thursday (August 6) to appear at the Galaxy 101- supported Balloon Resta in Ashton Court, where she wili perform alongside artists including Tin Tin Out and Sashi. Hallam FM in Sheffield usually plays new releases only one week before they arrive in the shops, but head of music Chris Straw 

first play,' he says. Despite the régional radio support for Looking For Love, the national stations wei responsible for much of the early airplay. The song entered the Radio One Top 30 at the end of May and by mid-June was j more than 20 times a week, By this time, Looking For Love was the most popular song on Atlantic, achieving a massive 66 plays during one seven-day period. Mercury's director of promotions, 
appeals to virtually ail radio formats. 

th TOTP and The Pepsi Chart."   te airplay ch beginning of July, but immediately lost ils position to Eagle-Eye Cherry's Save Tonight. It remained in second place for three weeks before it stole the top spot back from the Polydor artist in the first week of August with a massive audience of 71m and more than 2,000 plays, helped by 12 spins on 
success for Mercury z's album Distant Dreams entered the CIN album chart at number 45. 

There was de 

3 IF VOU TOLERATE THIS.. . Manie Stroel Pmachers GHETTO SUPERSTAR Prasfeat OT Dirty Bastard & Mya II SAVE TONIGHT Eagla-Eye Cherry THE BOY IS MINE Brandy & Monica 3 ITHINK TM PARANOID Garbage F DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamiroquai I CANT LET HER GO Boyz I I INTERGALACTIC Beaslie Grand Royai/Parlophone 

THE BOX 

co Sayer The Brothers Org 
3 NO MATTER WHAT Boyzone COME WITH ME Puff Daddy & Jimmy P U SEX ON THE BEACH T-Spoon 3 BOUNCE WITH THE MASSIVE Tzant BECAUSE WE WANT TO Billie CEST LA VIE B'Witched 3 ONE FOR SORROW Steps 

miiiijjfiiiiHii 
1 HONEY Moby CSa IF YOU TOLERATE THIS... Manie 17 LOVE UNLIMITED Fun Lovin* Crii 7 FAR OUT DJ Punk Roc i 4 DEVIL IN YOUR SHOES Shed Se i CEI ALBUM TRACKS Graham Coxon csa PART OF THE PROCESS Morche 

TOP OF THE POPS 
m POPSl 

uff Daddy & Jimmy Page; Ui 

THE PEPSI CHART 
0 r: 

ONE PLAYUSTS 
A LIST B L I S T As Featured 

[H RADIO 1 | U,e J* A Flower H NI. 

ne; Strange Glue Catalonia: Foo F Tonight Eagle-Eye Cherry: Spank Lovin 

MTV UK 
PLAYLISTS 

;ht Eagle-Eye Cherry; My 
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ALL THE CHARTS 

INTERNATIONAL 

AMERICAN 
CHARTWATCH 

by ALAN JONES 
In common with five other singles in the Top 10, Five's When The Lights Go dut and Ail Saints' Never Ever are static this week, at eight and 10 respectively, though both retain their bullets. Brandy & Monica's The Boy 1s Mine is also a non-mover, albeit one which enjoys its lOth week at number one. Cleopatra's Theme by Cleo 
26 - and ifs iost its bullet. The former de chart number one, You Only Have To Say Yc 

md climbs 78-70. The number on the Hot 100 reaches as Fatboy Slim's Rockafeller 
i chart, the Beastie Boys' rains at number one. It ended < in the shops with 996,887 

Love Mi 

Shall Be The First (number 20). The only other new entry to the Top 20 is also urban - Gerald Leverfs Love And Conséquences. With Nate Dogg's G-Funk Classics debuting at number 58 and 2Pao,s In His Own Words at number 127, black music accounts for eight 
singles chart but is now taking 

There's another slew of rap albums due too, including the latest from Snoop Doggy Dogg and the Mo Thugs Family, with solo albums "coming soon" from 11 (!) members of the Mo Thugs Family, according to their album's crédits. The Spice Girls' Spiceworld 
a British act, moving 36-38. Its olosest rival remains the girls' début album Spice, which also déclinés gently 58-62. 

ACTS IN US AND UK 
ALBUM CHARTS 

ts making tb te Top 20 coming from hip-hop at débuts. Leading the intiux at numoer mree is 
Life In 1472, followed by Wu-Tang Killa Bees' Swarm (number four), Cam'ron's Confessions Of Pire (number six), M ■ - ■ ■ 

Spiceworld Rod Stewart When We Were The New Boys 100-108 
36-38 12-16 

nz Of M: 's The La 

ARTIST 
PROFILE: 

ALL SAINTS 
by PAUL WILLIAMS 

Ail Saints' Never Evertookjust a fortnight after release to reaoh the US Top 10, but any suggestions this is an overnight success could not be further from the truth. ■ "Ifs been a graduai climb," notes London Records' US président Peter Koepke, who points out the American company came on board back in the autumn and is only now looking to fully reap the rewards. "We started working with Ail Saints last November and shipped I Know Where Ifs At to radio before Chnstmas," says Koepke. "That became a mid-chart hit and then we came back with Never Ever which we took to radio at the end of April and by the end of July it was in the Top 10." The graduai progress of the band in the States following their first release there has been somewhat in contrast to the Spice Girls, whose début album Spice crashed into the US Top 10 in its first week. Ail Saints' self-titled début has only this week reached its current US peak of 84 after 16 weeks on the chart, prompting some suggestions in the UK press that ail has not been well with the group's American campaign, Koepke, though, contradicts that suggestion. "There are records that corne around like the first Spice Girls single that you just put out and people 
built," he says. That building has involved a number of trips 

to America by the act. including performing with Burt Bacharach at a tribute concert to the composer in the spring and appearing on the influential TV show Saturday Night Live. I June they took part in radio stadium concert in New York and LA, while they will be returning to the two US cities later in the summer to headline three charity shows. Tracey Davidson, London's UK-based 

Publications ranging 

far to air the video. 

helping thi around 40 US cil from Rolling Stoi 
though 

Returning to Latin America, the group are set to play concert in Copenhagen on August 8 with U visits later on in the year and an eye on a full-scale world tour starting next spring. 
ALBUMWATCH 

ALL SAINTS ; • Never Ever non-mover at eight with a bullet : on Billboard Hot 100 j • Single previously Top 10 in more than a 
| • Album hits new US peak of 84 this week 

UK WORLD HITS 
The MW guide to the top British performers in key markets (local chart positions in brackets) 

Subscribe now to MB! and get the 

MBI World Directory FREE! 
understand the world music market - and how key companies and individuals are responding to it - then you 

n.pj MB, magazine Combining profiles of leading international companies and executives, financial performance data, deta,lied 
market reports and in-depth analysis of specialist topics, MBI gives you the insider's view on whats really happening m music 
Tm

hf^e^ÏdefspTcïreports on Germany, Eatern Europe. Latin America and Portugal as well as (eatures on packaging and 
manufacturing, royality auditing and on-line retail. 
Subscribe now to MBI and you will recieve the MBI World Directory 1999 FREE when 
it is published in January • Call +44 (0)171 921 59S7 or 5906 for more détails 
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S P E C I A L I S T k 

CLASSICAL SPECIAUST 
ARIA-THE OPERA ALBUM ANHELO ■ ARGENT1NIAN SONGS THE PURE VOICE OF... A SOPRANO INSPIRED AGNUS DE! Il MY SECRET PASSION - THE ARIAS VIVALDLSTABAT MATER 

ea Bocelti 
Emma Kirkby Lesley Garrett ConiferC Erato 3984216592 (W) Sony Classical SK 63077 (SM) Scholl/Ensemblo 415^anchini Hannonia Mundi HMC901571 (HM) King's Consort/Robert King Hyperion CDA 67048 (S) 

16 RUTTER:REQUIEM 12 JOHN TAVENER: INNOCENCE 14 IMAGINED OCEANS El CHINA G1RL-THE CLASSICAL ALBUM 2 9 ELEGY 15 GREGORIAN SP1RIT El VIVALDI/FOUR SEASONS 

Patrick Gallois Deutsche Grammophon 4576102 (F) Emma Shapplm EMI Classics 8238382 (E) Choir Of King's CC/Cleobuty Decca 4600212 (F) CNC Oxford/Higginbotlom Erato 0630146342 (W) King's Collège Choir/Cleobury EMI Classics CDC 5566052 (E) Westminster Abbey Choir/Neary Sony Classical SK 66613 (SM) 

8 AUGUST 1998 

JAZZ & BLUES 
THE BEST OF LATIN JAZZ BLUE FORYOU-THEVERY BEST OF BADUIZM MUNDO LAT1NO 6REATEST HITS INSEARCH OFTHELO KIND OFBLUE THE BEST JAZZ...EVER! 

Global Télévision RADCD96(BMG) Global Télévision RADCO 84 (BMG) MCA UD 53027IBMG) Columbia SONYTV 2CD (SM) Arista 07822189912 (BMG) »alm Pictures PALMCD 2001 (3MV/SM) Columbia CK 64935 (SM) Virgin VTDCD 93 (E) Ven/e 5390282 (R 

oiftggiCAL CBOSSOVEB 

MOSTRELAXING CLASSICAL ALBUM-.EVER! Varions BRASSED OFF (OST) GrimeUiorpe Colliery THE GREATEST CLASSICAL STARS ON EARTH Various BEST CLASSICAL ALBUM IN THE WORLD-EVER! Various 100 POPULAR CLASSICS Various THE BEYONDNESS OF THINGS Eng'ish CO/Barry TWILIGHTOFTHEGOOS Vanous 100 POPULAR CLASSICS - VOLUME TWO Various IN CONCERT Various BREAKFAST BAROQUE II Various THE BEST OPERA ALBUM IN THE WORLD-EVER! Various NOCTURNE - MUSIC FOR DREAMING Various OPERA HALL OF FAME Various SATIE/GYMNOPEDIES/GNOSSIENNES Jacques Loussier Tr SONGS OF SANCTUARY Adiemus BRAVEHEART (OST) LSO/Horner BACHADAGIOS Various MOZARTS ADAGIOS Various GOOD HOUSEKEEPING PTS OINNER CLASSICS Various 

Sony Classical SK 63213 (SM) Virgin/EMI VTDCD 155 (E) RCA Victor 09026687572 (BMG) Decca 4603902 (R 

immunication PBXCD 555 (BMG) Decca 4304332 (R Ciassic FM CFMCD 21 (BMG) 

Virgin CDVE925(E) Decca 4482952 (R Erato 3984238422 (W) Decca 4601912 (F) 

RoadrunnerRR 87522 (R Hut/Virgin CDHUTX51{E) lushroom D 31450 (3MV/P) Ignition IGN 740343 (P) 
THE COLOUR AND THE SHAPE 
LIFE WONT WAIT PIANO MOODS - THE VERY BEST OF 

XFM 
1 SAVE TONIGHT ESI COMEWITHME E3 LOSTINSPACE 7 STRANGE GLUE 

THE ROCKAFELLER SKANK F BOYS BETTER D IKNOW ENOUGH (I DONT G ET ENOUGH) T Effc Ile/Mercury AUDCD4 (F) 

The CoolThe FabAndThe Gr 

London LASCD64(F) Mushroom MUSH35CD (3MV/P) Superior Quality BLUED010 (F) Grand Royal CDCL803(E) Independiente ISOM17MS (S) jovy Manifesto FESCD48 (P) 
INDEPENDENT SINGLES 

IF YOU TOLERATETHIS... Manie Street Preachers TT DOESNT MATTER ANYMORE Puressence MOVING TRUCKS Bob Mould ANGEL Massive Attack 99TH DREAM Swervedriver So MY WEAKNESSIS NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS Embrace HAPPY SONG #2 Quickspace CEMENT MIXER Clinic A VIDEO KILLED THE RADIO STAR Présidents Of The USA 

e Dises SWD098CD (3MV/P) Hut HUTCD103 (E) itty Kitty CHOOSY014CD(V) Cave Of Golf GOLFCD003(C) Maverick W0450CD (W) Echo ECFCD65 (P) Chrysalis CDCHS5096(E) Che CHE81 (C) Parlophone 4960142 (E) 

INDEPENDENT ALBUMS 
TEARDROPS BURNING CAFE DEL MAR '98 BE CAREFUL YOU MAKE ME FEEL UKE DANCING THE ROCKAFELLER SKANK KISS THE GIRL ITHINK l'M PARAN01D RUNAWAY SKIES FOUNDATION RIGHT BEFORE MY EYES MAD FEELIT 

WHO ARE YOU El PRECIOUS UTTLE EP DOGINTHE PIANO 

Lovestation Fresh FRSHD 65 {3MV/P1 Baby Bumps DeliriousDEUCDIO(P) Energy 52 Hooj Choons HOOJ 64CD (V) Sparkle featuring R Kelly Jive 0521452 (P) The Groove Génération fealuring Léo Sayer Brothers Org. CDBRUV 8 (P) Fatboy Slim Skint SKINT 35CD (3MV/P) Peler André Mushroom MUSH 34CDS (3MV/P) Garbage Mushroom MUSH 35CDSX (3MV/P) Celelia Big Ufe BLRD144 (V) 
NfG featuring Kallaghan ikingVibesi 

VERSION 2.0 JANE McDONALD BIG CALM 

SUJS) igs HEAT 015CD (V) :OMWUKPS11C(P) Pepper 0530032 (P) 'erse VERSE 2CD<P) Jive 0518492 (P) Sm:)e Communications SM90652 (P) Jive 0518512 (P) Moving Shadow SHADOW121 (CD) Kitty Kitty Corp. CHOOSY 014CD (V) 

FORMICA BLUES Mono MELTING POT The Charlatans (WHATS THE STORY) MORNING GLORY? Oasis SPARKLE Sparkle 
THE COMPLETE DECKSANDRUMSANDROCKANOROLL Propellerhe BEHERE NOW GARBAGE ANTI-THEFT DEVICE R U STILL DOWN? [REMEMBER ME] 

Bernard Butler 

Mushroom MUSH 29CD(3MV/P) FocusMusic InlFMCDUV) Indochina ZEN 017CDX (P) V2VVR1000438 (3MV/P) Gut GUTTIN 5 (V) China WOLCD1088 (P) Echo ECHDD17 (PJ Beggars Banquet BBQCD198(V) 
Jive 0521462 (P) Cooking Vinyl COOKCD150 (V) Silvertonc ORECD 535 (P) Wall Of Sound V\ 

E 8 - THE THREAT IS REAL! 
Création CRECD 169(3MV/V) Création CRECD 221 (3MV/V) Ignition IGN 740343 (P) 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHABTS 

ISPECIALIST 

1AZZ& BLUES 
|AZZ & BLUES FACIFILE It's 77 weeks since the Brooklyn-resident poetry and arrangements. And the loyalty of song stylist (who named herself after her jazz fans has kept her profile ticking over 

REPORT pl 
favourite vocal ad-lib) issued her despite an extended sabbatical since last ground-breaking Baduizm album on Kedar November's Live album while she produced Massenburg's Universal-distributed Kedar her first son, Seven. Evidence of Badu's label. Kedar is also home to platinum likely longevîty came with her slow but 

by IAN NICOLSON 
Outwardly a seductive blend of Nineties low hundreds début took several weeks to R&B and consciousness-raising lyrics, reach a Top 20 peak in February 1997. there's also a slinky thread of jazz humour There's no sign of a new album until at least and improvisation running through Badu's the middle of 1999. 

Ernest Ranglln has the hottest new title on the chart this time around. Only this time ifs not playing his accustomed, cool, reggae-influenced and funky tunes. In Search Of The Lest Riddim is Ranglin's first 
launched by Chris Blackwell to replace Island in his affections, and marks a new direction for the Sixties reggae guitar 

Ranglin's immédiate success is a promising sign for the label and proof that the man who signed Roxy Music and Cat Stevens as weil as Bob Marley and Prince Buster hasn't lost his outstanding ears, or 

the ability to attract talent. And, typically for this A&R legend, Blackwell took the man he first signed in 1958 — and even hired to play guitar on My Boy Lollipop — to Sénégal in West Africa, to develop a relationship struck up with Senegalese guitarist and singer Baaba Maal a few years previously. The two met while on tour in Europe during Ranglin's time recording for Island Jamaica Jazz. That label's Below The Bassline and Memories Of Barber Mack albums' fusion of reggae and danceable jazz are popular with African and African diaspora musicians, and Baaba Maal — the closest thing to an international s 

by the World m just signed to Palm Pictures and released his own outstanding début for the label, Nomad Soul, earlier this month. The rest of the chart is dominated as usual by vintage artists and vintage releases. Only Herbie Hancock's return witf 
buckets of press coverage and a sériés of high-profile Barbican concerts — breaks the stranglehold of reissues by stars of the Fifties ( if not before) and mid or low-price compilations, Miles Davis" Kind Of Blue 

;on, and shows no sign of stopping at . And Sinatra and Basle at the Sands il — a breezy, swinging set that 

I, speed-optimise 

The salsa boom continues to show in sales as weil as sweat, and Global Television's Very Best Of Latin Jazz hangs on to the top without difficulty, outselling Gobal's own Nina Simone compilation by 3:1. The double album offers a crash course of breakthrough commercial successes for Latin dance jazz over the last 30 years. 
R&B SINGLES Label Car. No. IDisttibtjiorl 

I COME WITH ME I GHETTO SUPASTAR THAT 1SWHATV0U ARE JUSTTHETWOOEUS 

7 BECAREFUL 8 NEW KIND OF MEDICINE 12 LOSTINSPACE ESO RUNAWAY SKIES 10 CANTLETHERGO 13 INTERGALACTIC 14 STRANDED 

Sparkle featuring R Kelly Ultra Nate Lighlhouse Family 

19 UNDERTHEBRIDGE/LADYMARMALADE A S 16 CASANOVA I 18 MYALL l "17 " WITH ME 3 21 ZOOM 4 26 00 FOR LOVE 5 22 LEAVE 'EM SOMETHING TO DESIRE 6 23 GO DEEP 

Changing Faces Kurtis Mantronik OxygenM Busta Rhymas featunng Erykah Bodi 
MariahCarey Oestin/s Child DrDre&LLCoolJ 

GONETILL NOVEMBER i SEVEN DAYS NAKED WITHOUT YOU 

JanetJackson KP&Envyi WyclefJean Mary J Blige (ealunng George Banx 

!2973{W) A8.M 5826951 (F) île Works 0MWUKPSI1IPI Elektra E3833CD1 (W| London LONCD 408 (F) Mercury MERCD505(F) ColumbiaB660592(SM| Columbia 6661472 (SM) ntetscope 1ND 95594 (BMG1 Jive0518512(Pl Island CIO 706 IF) Virgin VSCDT1680(E) EastWest E3849CD |W) Columbia 66587121SMI i MCA MCSTD 48083IBMG) 
® CIN. Compiled Irom data from a panel of independents and specialist multiples. 

DANCE SINGLES 

I RIGHT BEFORE MYEYES I DEEP MENACE I MY DESIRE 

| WHO DO YOU LOVE i MAS QUE MANCADA ; BREAKBEAT ERA 1 TEARDROPS 1 IKNOW YOU LOVE ME T00! I MYTIME i MONEY I SWEETLOVE(GOTME) 

leat Recordings HEAT 015 (V) Inferno TFERN 8 (3MV/SM) VC Recordings VCRT 36 (E) AM:PM 582731UR 
diente IS0M17T (SM) Oelirious OELIX10 (P| Manifeste FESX 45 (F) 

îtefeatJacquee Benne 
Wonderboy/A&M WBOY 009 (F) Epie 6662276 (SM) tt Unda Vybe UVM 007 (VJ 

;i || 18 TARE CONTROL 

DANCE ALBDMS 
I 1 HELLO NASTY l C3Sa ANTI-THEFT DEVICE î 3 NEVERSAYNEVER ï 6 LIFE IN 1472 
5 O VISION OFPARADISE 7 8 TOURISM B 5 EMBRYA 9 2 SPARKLE 0 C23 HARDCOREHEAVEN-VOLUME 4 

VIDEO 
THE X BUES-FILE 12-THE END BABYL0N 5 - IN THE BEGINN1NG THEBFG FLY AWAY HOME SPICEW0RLD - THE M0VIE 
HERCULES 
CATS DONT DANCE JERRY SPRINGER ■ T00 ROT FOR TV DANTE'S PEAK THE FIFTH ELEMENT GREASE TRESHAWSHANK REDEMPTION SEVEN 

PalheP8920WW CIC Video Video Collection VC3471 EivEVS1214 

STAR TREK-FIRST CONTACT B0UN0 THE SIMPSONS - AGA1NST THE WORLD BATMAN 8, ROBIN UABUAR 
DIE HARO WITH A VENGEANCE 
CHARLOTTE'S WEBB MISSION IMPOSSIBLE MARSATTACKS! JAMES AND THE GlflNTPEACH 

MUSIC VIDEO 
tf Wi&wWsoCT MICHAEL FLATLEYiLord Of Tlie Dance WL 431883 FRANK SINATRA:My Way Video Collection VC4127 

CIC Video VHR5062 BvEVS1235 Eiv EVS1288 Touchslone D471832 Buena Vista 0510544 Miramax 0810543 Missing In Action V3352 CIC Video VHR4474 Varner Home Video S015536 Guild 68870S 

CUFF RICHARD &CAST;Healhc!iff VteoMucmWm Video Collection MC2146 
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PRO.LOC 
in-store security cases 

for 

CASSETTE 

and 

VIDEO 

a range of 
games cases 

also available 

» Help keep deficiencies under control 
► Reduce dépréciation 
• Improve productivity and sales 
• Enhance displays 
» Accommodate most packaging formats 

and ail alarm Systems 

m. 

For more information and advice on security Systems in général contact: 
Pro.Loc Europe Royal Albert House, Sheet Street, Windsor, Berkshire SL4 1BE Tel: 01753 705030 Fax: 01753 831541 

more than just a security case 

EDITED BV RETAIL SERVICES 

TIME TO SET 

OUT YOUR 

STAIL 
A hard-pressed retailer may baulk at the suggestion that a total refit is 
in order, but, as more stores are discovering, a shop redesign can soon 
pay dividends with more customers through the door. By Yinka Adegoke 
I stores throughout the UK and expand ' and refit existing branches is a reflectioi f a sector that is overall enjoying ig health, despite the constant ■e on margins. 

suppliers of shopfitting services, Displays and Lift, report thi they have never been busier. Meanwhile, Andys Records has announced plans to open three more stores: MVC is to open further 15 stores this year; and Tower Records has revealed that, in addition te opening five more full-size stores in the i two years, it plans to try out a new Hlgh Street format called Tower Express. Entertainment retailers from major multiples through to are ciearly wiliing to amounts involved in and refitting stores. ' average High Street 

Although Lift UK is capable of producing one-off equipment, managing director Robert Walker argues it is more than just clever designs that are taken mto account by clients. "When we work with a retailer we're looking to design the store and its kit in such a way as to help generate a growth in turnover per square foot," he says. Lift has already achieved positive results for several of its customers, mcluding Trax of Christchurch, Hampshire. Trax wanted an image in keeping with the 21st Century and spent £18,000 on refitting racklng and listening stations for the 1,250 sq ft store, and another £8,000-£10,000 on a Rangers Computers Oscar System. Trax partner Nigel Brewer says he is pleased with the results. "In the six weeks since we re-opened there has been a huge uplift in sales," he says. "We completely bucked the trend during the 
'When we work 

:s betweenTSO.OOo'and With 3 retailer £60,000 to refit, ne we're looking to 
one of two routes: they can personally oversee the Project, co-ordinating the various fitters, designers, builders, carpenters and electricians, and the installation of display Systems, listening stations and security; or alternatively they can use a one-stop shop service of the kind provided by companies such Square foot' 

in such a way as 
to help generate 

a growth in 
turnover per 

efficient System," he says. "Oscar manages both stock and master-bagging so it is fai 
System installed before the 

designed by Horizon Designs, the i wing of retaii consultancy group Management Horizons. Design dire David Potts says, "We put togethe, concept or idea for the store and f to the client, it they're satlsfied we 

recentiy. Project and sales dinator Brian Watts says that 90% of ents ask for advice on fittings. "I don't think : luld 

£60,000. This included a 

worry about the cost so much be often not as high as they might expert," says Watts. "Also, simple things like a £400 chartwall could treble sales of that product." ID has worked with Andys Records on its last few openings and Watts estimâtes a typical Andys store costs about Project £25,000 to refit with display kit alone, while partial a small indie could cost as little as around ,000 and £5,000. area, Andys opérations director David Jones iw book/magazine/ says the typical new store size of around id graphie walls. "It 2,000 sq ft to 3,000 sq ft must fit the kind of image that Andys is trying to create. This involves air-conditioning, which costs between £10r000-£12,000, high quality >" 
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case sfudy; eMMs Oroefi 
Wlth new retail outlets constantly openlng throughout the UK and Europe, there is always room for products which make retailers' working lives easler. The eMMs Group of companies, a Dublinbased software specialist, bas introduced a specialist product designed for independent home entertainment stores throughout southem Ireland whlch it aims to bring to the UK next year. The software System, Shuttle, was developed as a complété software solution and gives retailers access to chart information, product llbraries, dack catalogue and ordering in one Package. oMMs managing director Ronan Bairead says the team of developers spent time talking to independent 'etallers to find out what could be iniproved. "Independent retailers' desire 'o be compétitive, but in a Personal way, was the first thlng we found, as well as 'fielr need to spécialisé rather than oompete with people like Asda," says Bairead. "They also wanted a System which would enable them to identify "Otter the products they could buy, to access back catalogue, order product and access sales Information." mmpany has a two-year '  Chart Track - southern lart compilers who . 

Shumé 

'elatlonshlp l'Bland's ovu ,he équivalent to the UK's Millward 
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Brown - and Shuttle running in 25 independent stores In Eue. "Baslcally, we provide the software that manages the outlet," says Bairead. "It's a supply chain management System with a suite of différent components and a specialist interface for music and video retailers." Version 3.0 of the software \ installed in the 25 stores in July and Bairead says a formai tralnlng programme set up by eMMs has meant ail who work in the shops were able to use the System after a four-hour training session at the Dublin head office. The Windows-based nroduct is also touch screen-compatible and when Ir—'-a-H In the UK in 1999 will retail for ai 

IMPORTANT 
ANNOUNCEMENT 

SUPERIOR RETAIL MANAGEMENT 
SOFTWARE FOR THE 

MUSIC & HOME 
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY 

TM SHUTTLE 

The eMMs Group is a young company from the hippest 
and most happening music town in Europe - Dublin- but we have wise heads on our shoulders. 
A coming together of some of the sharpest minds to emerge from the prestigious Trinity Collège and the 
needs of those in the home entertainment industry, we are challenging various worldwide sectors of the software industry with our innovative and superior 
products. 
Music is something very important to us and the music retailing industry is now starting to benefit from our exciting new product, Shuttle™. 
We can rattle off pages about Microsoft® WindowsNT, 
standard PC compatibility, on-line new reiease updates, 
full EPOS intégration, customer service, spécial order Systems, blah, blah, blah... 
At this stage, however, we just want to tell you that Shuttle™ will help you shift units, control cost and increase margins. 
To find out how Shuttle™can manage your retailing life more smoothly, maximisîng your profits and minimising hassles, call me, Ronan Bairead, directly on 00.353.16628433. l'Il even help you to pronounce my 
name properly. 



RETAIL SERV 
case sfudy; 
Pro.Loc 

Pro.Loc, a Worldwide supplier of securlty dlsplay cases, last week Introduced a new case for Sony Playstation dises, the home entertalnment product that is increaslngiy being stocked by muslc and video retailers. The move signais the company's Intention to expand its securlty capablllties for retailers. Pro.Loc général manager Mike Vlckers says the company is currently 
Independent retailers In swltchlng to live dlsplay. "Only a tiny percentage of Independent retailers have live dlsplays compared with the multiples and we would like them to see how much it could help their business," says Vlckers. "The multiples and supermarkets know what we can do for them but we often find we have to offer an advisory service to Independent retailers." Pro.Loc has in the past worked closely with one-stop opérations including International Dlsplays and Lift, and it continues to forge alliances with securlty suppliers such as Sensormatic and Apollo to provide a complété securlty solution. One of the company's current securlty projects Is with WH Smith, for whlch It is working alongslde one-stop shop International Dlsplays, and Vlckers says business is booming. "We've had 31 confirmations of installations for the next two months, and we haven't even hit the busy period yet," 

ICES 

m 

>■ carpeting, ceilings, lighting. counters and other costs not included in the dlsplay Systems, whlch on average total around £60,000. The average Andys store costs between XSO.OOO-fSS.OOO to fit from scratch. Pendulum Records of Grantham is a first 
sq tt lower floor for trading. Owner John Ben is a neweomer to the retail and muslc trade but invested nearly £60,000 in the store, 
Henry Mein Partnershlp to design the shop and oversee the majority of building work, IC designed the layout and supplied three Micr Video Services listening stations, racking fo 

Tower: planning a new HIgh Street concept called Tower Express 
stock and till system and two CCTV r particuiarly in a small store." However, security tagging speclalist Sensormatic argues that security is going to be an important feature of any 21st Century entertainment retailer. Marketing director service," says Berry. "No one can blâme anyone else for anything that goes wrong. 

i don't think small indépendants should worry about 
the cost so much because ït's often not as high as 

they might expect. Simple things like a £400 
chartwali could treble sales of that product' 

- Brian Watts 
Mark Stafford says security is not expensive as most retailers believr 
merchandising with live product, se 

OSCAR 

The only F.POS system... 
• Désignée! exdusively for independent music retailers. • Suited to SU si/es of shop. including large 

:otal a .o ihe music 

Ranger Computers Limited Ranget House, 2 Meeting Lans, Duston. Notthamplon NN56JG Téléphoné'(01604)589200 Fax: (01604)589505 E-mail, Posimastcr®tanocicora.r.oi 
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the music store 
fitting specialists 

i? 

as chosen by discerning 
and successful music 

retailers the worid over.  

tel: 01480 414204 
fax: 01480 414205 email sales @id-themusicstorefitters.co.uk 

the number one choice 
for music video & game dlsplays. 



supermarkets: whnt's in store? 
BETAIL SERVICES 

ut 30,000 CDs for between £7,000 and £8,000. Most suppliers offer very compétitive prices on their services and products so tlie cost of opening a new store dépends, to a large part, on the product range, image and customer profile the retailer wants to develop for their store. Ultimately, whether the retailer designs the store themself, or calls in a one-stop service to do it, with or without security, 
listening stations, one constant remains - never losing sight of high sales and healthy 

The music departments In supermarkets such as Tesco and Salnsburys and department stores such as Allders and Selfndges bave corne of âge. No longer after-thoughts In design and location In- store, they are taken very serlously as a way of attractlng customers to other departments as well as generating strong sales In their own rlght. The resuit has been a wldenlng of product ranges and a focus on sales-per- square-foot efficlency, wlth many store owners taklng a doser look at the way music departments are put together. Now is primarily a concession chaln, boastlng 20 stand-alone stores and 26 departments wlthln Allders and Debenhams. Managing dlrector Steve Mandy explains that the flrst considération when fltting oi store Is that of I 
"You need high-density racking with thin fittings," he says. "The products 

displayed face out at every opportunlty." Now has achieved success with this method and was Debenhams' number one concession last year In terms of sales growth. ID DIsplays project and sales co-ordinator Brian Watts, who fits the Now chaln, says an average re- fit for the company ci around £25,000-£30,C "Now has become a quallty 

player so there Is a more sophlstlcated approach In enticlng the customer," says Watts. "The layouts have ereated space for more product, but made It more open for easy access." Times have changed slnce concessions fittings were about squeezing as much product as possible Into a small space with celllng to floor racking. Tesco Is golng down the European hypermarket approach with Its music by creating much larger entertainment areas as part of Its "Non Food World" areas - an approach whlch would have CDs llned up next to Calvin Klein underwear and Playstation video games. The natlon's blggest supermarket dedlcated 5,000 sq ft to entertainment 

Essex and Is planning ta do the same at 
r thls year. The new music its are not only larger, wlth between 500-600 titles compared wlth around 200 titles in tradltional stores, but have entertalnment-speclfic racking and listening posts. Tesco music buylng manager Sam Brown says, "Browslng is the key to Improving our music sales, so the stores have been laid out to 

The Tesco Non Food World concept wlll soon be In stores natlonwlde, wlth another 30 opening by February 1999 bringlng the total to 55. 
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Sous GIWA SELECTION - ""JP œ 21 »6 " ! 
G Sous S» HGHLANDS; MUSiC FOR BAGPIPB CD "cELT BOIsï - Sous HOW GREAT IHOU ART counln. Stars CD CTS55M2C4.16 G uiRIOUS I6TZA 2-1/7 Virgin CD 2CD VTDCD 206 MC G usa OUSIBI2A UNCOTDRED 2 Virgin CD 2CD VTDCD ; G vûRtDUS J'TMAiCAN SKA Rhino CD RN 7054 C5.95 - u as OUS TA2Z AFTER HOURS Inakusllc CD S S OUS MASSAGE OF HEALIMG Karma Musl G SlOUS kWSlC FOR A NEW WORLD Chssky GSooS NOCTURNE JAZZ EM1 France CD p vab'ous norwegian brass bano n VABIOUS OFF YtR NUT!! 2 TVD Ente 
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NtHIUH Il  
Rates: Appolntments: £30.00 per single column centimètre (minimum 4cm x 2 col) Business to Business:S.ia.00 per single column centimètre Situations Wanted: £12,00 per single column centimètre Box Numbers: £12.00 extra Published weekly each Monday, dated tollowing Saturday Copy date Advertisements may be placed until Thursday 10 a.m. for publication Monday (space permitting).  subject to standard VAT 

CD 
S 08 

WE ACCEPT MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 

Cancellation Deadline: Wednesday 10 a.m. before publication Monday. To place an advertisement please contact Anne Jones or Martin Sreeves, Music Week - Classlfled Depf. Miller Freeman pic, Fourth Floor, 8 Montague Close. London SE1 9UR Tel; 0171-921 5937/5902 Fax; 0171-921 5984 Ail Box Humber Replies To flddress flbove 
APPOINTMEHTS 

Main purpose of the rôle.- to provide effective liaison between oui National Account customers and our own internai departments, 
type of person required; In order to folfil the requirements of this demanding rôle, you will need to be a forward thinking and highly motivated character and possess the following sknis: • an abûity to work under pressure and meet tight deadlines • sound analytical and judgement skiUs - both finandal and interpersonal • a créative décision maker, who can evaluate situations and reach a satisfactory conclusion, referring to others when necessary • be confident and outgoing, able to conununicate both good news and not so good news confldently at ail levels. • excellent interpersonal and présentation skiDs • good product knowledge and commercial awareness • demonstrable selling and negotiation skills with a good understanding of the market • excellent time management and organisational skills Duties of the post include; • to achieve sales budgets in ail customer accounts • to manage ail other costs in line with agreed budgets to ensure that profit targets are reached • to maximise sales opportunities by managing the efficient sélection and distribution of new product and promotional campaigns • to quickly and efflciendy deal with ail administration problems that may develop on a day to day basis • to maximise opportunities to re-engineer supply chain methods to reduce costs 

If you are interested please send your c.v. to Gill Juggins, Personnel Manager, THE, Unit One Rosevale Business Park, Newcastle-Under- Lyme, Staffordshire ST5 7QT, stating your current salary package. 

A division of John Menzies (Distribution) Ltd. 

Ittuskweek 
With a circulation that's rightly focused on the key companies in the music industry, its readers are by définition already thoroughly experienced candidates. 

So you get no time wasters, fewer wannabe's and more people with the right specialised background. 
On ther other hand,as the leading publication in the music industry, Music Week is also by far and away its top marketplace for jobs - so you can be sure that your job vacancy will corne to the attention of ail the right people. 

CD SALESMAN WANTED You know your way round the music industry, have good connections and a proven track record in CD Sales. Your current ambition is being frustraled and you vvant more autonomy to manage your accounts, your way. We are new to CD manufacture, bave five lines, a 50,000 square foot plant, and virtually no audio customers (though lots of CD Rom), The Deal Basic Salary circa £25,000, Commission 1 p per CD Target 2,5M Units P.A. Income £50,000 + Car For a confidential Word about mcreasing your income and our sales, call Tracy Leadbeater on (01274) 736990.   FIB PIC - On lime, (irsl lime, every time. 
MAJOR 1NDEPEIMDENT 

RECORD COMPANY Requires junior secretary/assistant for busy office to work for international and promotion departments. Knowledge ofApplemac and good typing speeds essential. Write with C.V- Rachel Speers 

The End Night-Club require a Press Officer with at least 3 years relevant experience, press contacts are vital. Personality and love of dance music are essenlial. The job will also entail working with A.K.A. 
- our new bar/restaurant. The applicant must possess great wriling skills 

and show initiative, 
Please send your CV with cover letter 

stating current salary to: 
Claudia Nicholson 

The End 
18 West Central Street 

London WCIA IJj 

Permanent and Temporary Personnel m 

tune 
handle 
0171 935 3585 

RECORD ROYALTY ASSISTANT 
Large independent record Company is looking for an enthusiastic person with a minimum of 18 months' royalty experience to join a small, friendly team. Excel, W4W and Counterpoint an advantage. Salary according to experience. Please send yourCV to Emma Harvey, Zomba House, 165-167 High Road, London NWI0 2SG. 0181 4599716 

Direct Marketing and Mail Order Assistant Independent record company are looking for a brig young music enthusiastwith good organisation an communication skills, Must be computer lilerate (Access, Word, Internet) and self-motivated. Please send CV and covering letter to: llka Schlockermann, Cooking Vinyl, 10 Allied x Way, London W3 ORQ; or fax: 0181 743 7448 or K e-mail cooking_vinyl@compuserve.com l| Deadline: 17 August \ 
Senior lowyer seeks 

LEGAL AND BUSINESS 
AFFA1RS ASSISTANT 

Music Publishers in W9 need an 
ASSISTANT Must be numerate, literate and methodical with excellent WP skills. Varied duties, inciuding royalty processing, data analysis and secretarial duties. Non smoker and non dock watcher. Pleasant atmosphère in new office. Fax CV to: 0171 286 1295 

If you are looking to move or recruit: 
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^^MAINTENANCE engineers 

■" TciuH dBB 

BUSINESS to business 
in store security cases Manufacturing 

iyl Video 

tgi îrarlSrg'JJI 

New Record Label 

Kccent Signinas >rU. Recording & Pubfeshing De 

îam Records Ltd COURSES 

RGESS 
ous Clients &.. New One s 
NATIONAL rrey KT7 OSQ - England HAYJAM SSSa ComolS! Music and Multi-MftJa 

f.pier32.demon.co.uk 
FOR ADVERTISING LOYERS OF THE PEAK DISTRICT RATES CALL 0171 921 5937 

^LNTERiN'ATIONAL&BUYINGTEL: 0181 992 009$ FAX 0181 99- 0340^y 

Audio Post-product for Broadcast      J1 interfacing 24 track ADAT, 24 traok analogue, 80 channel total recall Time-coded DAT, Analogue mastering to 30 ips Sync to plcture, voiceovers. audio duplicati 3 recording areas (1200 sq.ft) vi: 
Video ■d & air-conditic iiting & duplical :

acility 

BÙACKWING flndy Whitmore 
Producer/Remixer/ 

Writer 
No 1 with Peter André ■ Flava MN8 • Little Something Kavana ■ Crazy Cliance 97 

RSB Pop Specialists Call Jill on 0181 3985529 
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CD Mastering £50ph COR Duplication E3 each Copy Masters and Editing Real Time Cassette Copylng Free Glassraaslen 1000 CDs c.£650 CD-audio & CD-ROM Pnnled labels S inlays eveiy copy MMOuaSy checked 

APM 

Outstanding 
Female Vocalist 

requires successful 
manager. 

Excellent songs - 
demo available. 

Tel: 01924 249239 

WANTED!!! 
ictive, young, dynamic professional maie and fema icians required for télévision, live and session worl Please send CVs. photos, tapes and personal détails t P.O. BOX 22301 LONDOIM W13 OZU 

JUKE BOX 
SERVICES 

THE MUSIC STOREFITTING SPECIALISTS NEW CHARTWALL MUSIC & VIDEO DISPUYS BROWSERS • COUNTERS STORAGE 
EXTENSIVE RANGE OR CUSTOM BUILT FREE STORE PLANNING IN-HOUSE DESIGN & MANUFACTURE & INSTALLATION 

F 
INTERNATIONAL DISPLAYS TEL; 01480 414204 FAX: 01480 414205 



RETAIL FOCUS: FARRINGDONS 
ce opening as a classical specialist in mdon in 1991, Farringdons Records is had to adjust lo the fact that its City 

other directions due to popular demand. "We now have a decent-sized rock and pop department and are developing our range of blues, country and world music," reports général manager Chris Tooth. The shop provides an upmarket ambience for its customers, most of whom are aged 35- plus. It does not seil singles or computer games and reports that demand for videos is limited. On the classical front, it mixes an ongoing flow of discount promotions with strong displays for fuil-price releases. "The big news at the moment is Andréas Scholl who is performing at Glyndebourne and will be appearing at the Proms," says Tooth. "Playing his current Bach Cantatas in-store has generated massive interest." Tooth also high hopes for the success of a 
ig its budget label Musique D'Abord a two CDs for £10 deal. On the rock he reports that Finley Quaye and 

al Nomad Soul (Palm. 
2 Ladysmlth Black Mambazo Heavenly (Gallo Musio International) 3 Hugh Masekela Black To The Tuture (Sony) 4 Blues Brothers Band Blues Brothers 2000 (BMG) 5 Blues Brothers Blues Brothers Complété (Warner) 6 Gilberto Gll Quanta Gente Veio Ver (Warner) 7 Take Six Brothers (Warner) 8 Take Six Join The Band (Warner) 9 Marisa Monte Great Noise (EMl)i 10 Gilberto Gll Quanta (Warner) 

ve proved to be successful 
Massive Attack are both currently strong seilers and Jacques Loussier's latest album Playing Satie has successfully bridged the 

For Farringdons' other outlet in the Royal Festival Hall, the aim is capitalise on the venue's concert schedule with Imaginative marketing and promotions. Artist signings have become popular with some classical stars - such as Russian pianist Yevgeny Kissin - prompting after-show queues stretching from one side of the building to the other. One of its most successful recent campaigns worked in tandem with the venue's Serious Summer world music week. Using the store's perspex racking and end panels it created spectacular displays for the featured performers' catalogue and fuelled big business for the likes of Baaba Maal and Ladysmith Black Mambazo. Farringdons is just about to launch an initiative in conjunction with the South Bank Centre which v  sample the Festival H; 
i ticket they get t dise. We're je a runaway 

IN-STORE THIS WEEK 
Allflys Hccoids Z'iTram/Û Full Of Soul, two PolyGram/Universal CDs for £22; In- store and press ads - Godzilla, Philadelphia, Ralph Vaughan Williams. Puressence, Hi Masters Sériés, Fun Lovin' Criminals, Santana, BB King, Emitt Rhodes, Marianne Faithfull, Fear Factory. Billy Paul, Miles Davis, Classic Country, Steve Warner, Chris Ledoux, Trace Adkins 
rV-irS'V \ Single - Sashl: Album - Ultimate Club ■ iK] », iA MIX 2, In-store - Boyzone, David Morales. Hinda Hicks, Placebo, Solid Harmonie, Fun Lovin' Criminals. Club Class, 60s Summer Mix 2, Best Rave Anthems Ever, Santana, music and video summer sale 

In-store- Summer Music promotion, Another "k Perfect Day, two children's videos for £10, f Cats Don't Dance promotion, Relaxation otion, July sale, two CDs for £12 SD on Boots' exclusive range 

■TOiie M / Singles - 4 Hero, Finley Quaye, Boyzone, SKUnlVIV Fun Lovin- Criminals, Hinda Hicks; Windows - two CDs for £20, three videos for £15, Massive Attack, Master P: In-store - Club Class, Sharkey, Ultimate 80s Mix: Press ads - Hinda Hicks, Missy Elliott, Rakim, Klubb Headz, Whitehouse, Fun Lovin' Criminals 
 1 Singles - Sashl feat. Tina Cousins, Solid |-|j jwsyv1.ii,.|.i Harmonie; Windows - sale with three CDs IW.W^T'Vl for £12, Club Class 

Cox, Eagle-Eye Cherry, Jane McDonald, three CDs for £21; In-store - Now! 40, Heart Full Of Soul, 60s Summer A Press ads - 60s Summer Mix 2, Sweetbox, Solid Harm 
iniHlIl Singles - Fun Lovin' Criminals, Beverley riSPn-?-! ' Kniêht' Juic®. Kavana, Stardust, Finley ' Quaye, Babybird; Windows - Ken Kesey, Ultimate Club Mix Vol 2, Freestylers; In-store - MCI and VCI sale, Virgin Classics; Press ads - Freestylers, Ultima Dance Mix Vol 2: Posters - Beastie Boys, singles range 

Singles - Fun Lovin' Criminals, Boyzone, Placebo, Stardust; Albums - Now! 40, Best Rave Anthems Ever, Ultimate Club Mix 2, 60s Summer Mix 2; Video - That Thing You Do, She's The One 
es - Sashl, Fun Lovin' Criminals, I Placebo, Hinda Hicks, Finley Quaye; - Mono, Greensleeves Reggae Sampler 18, Rmgo Starr, Ibiza Summer Anthems 98, r   

^1 Harmonie, Fun Momreile; Windows - X-Files, Banjo Boyzone, Santana, Armageddon, Now In Space OST, sale, Apollo 440 

ks, Sweel ox, Solid ovin' Criminals, Tony li Kazzooie; In-store 40; Press ads - Le 

WOOLWORTHSsi ngles - D'Menace, Groove Génération I featuring Léo Sayer; Album - Heart Full Of Soul: In-store - Jane McDonald. Speed Garage Anthems In Ibiza, Celine Dior - - ■ - -, CDs at £13.99 or two for £22 

kl i/^|| 
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ON THE ROAD 

DANIEL PAINTER, manager, Now, Runcorn, Cheshire PHIL CURTIS, Fullforce rep for SE London, Kent, Sussex and Surrey 
"■phis store has been open for nine Spiceworld The Movie is still at the top of our ■ months and is just starting to get a in-store chart and The Full Monty is hanging ■ really good feel to it. We're situated in on in the Top 10. A Laurel and Hardy Runcorn's main shopping centre and at the promotion offering two videos for £12 is moment we're the only home entertainment proving to be one of our most successful store here, which is definitely a bonus. So campaigns. far, the school holidays have proved an As far as we're concerned it has been the extremely busy period and we are doing Splce Girls' week. The new single Viva 

Th we,11 Wlth PlayStation games. Forever has gone in at number one in our me store is split fairly evenly between singles chart and has pushed Spiceworld music, video and computer games, and there back up to the top spot in our albums chart is a lot of flexibihty to adjust display space Other singles doing well mclude Pras Michel 
chana a ,h . 0UlPUt 0f releases- We've and Another Level. New albums are ^7= T,° . a? a/0"nd about three times comparatively quiet, although compilations smee it opened to find the best layout, and such as Another Perfect Day and Heart Full as we have a lot of floorspace there is plenty Of Soul are proving to be goers. 0 iaCn!^.Sf!^fnme.ntL . There are ttlree of us working in the shop in our video department we try to stock as and we ail get on well. We've broken ail posslble ancl 11 covers targets since we opened and currently rank ever)4hing from Manga to Disney. This week about 14th In the sales league of Now Babylon 5 The Movie was our recommended outlets. l'm hoping that by Christmas we'll release and we sold out on its first day. Figure a lot higher on the list." 1 

Isometimes Saturdays as well. If the album shows no signs of slowing down EJ midweek charts indioate that a release and Lutricia McNeal's début is also still is close to a high chart entry it can be steamingout. important to get out there on the busiest day We've just finished pre-sales on one of our of the week and ensure that dealers don't biggest records this year, which is Sashl's run out of stock. Mysterious Times single. Most of the dance shops 1 deal with are A new project that is shaping up nicely is concentrated in south London, while the single from new band Double Six, on elsewhere most indies deal in a real mix of Multiply, which has been getting some great product - anything from R&B to more reaction at retail. traditional kinds of music. Other current projects are upcoming A lot of them are pretty strong on classical singles from Tzant and Agnelli & Nelson which means there's plenty of scope for which are both expected to go Top 10. Teistar's classical releases. l'm looking forward to seeing the Manie This week our priority has been to Street Preachers play in Margate next month maximise business for Celetia's album Run and prospects are looking good for their Away Sky on Big Life and it has been going fortheoming single If You Tolerate This Your extremely well. Children Will Be Next. Radio One has been Telstar albums which are being strongly giving it plenty of airplay and it should go top supported in-store this week include Ibiza five when it's released on August 24, no Anthems and 100% Summer Mix '98. problem.' 
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SLTON, to judge by the tasteful '.«ace robes donned by Sony "uthplece GARY FARROW and j0HNNY BARBIS, président of i.land US, the label whlch 
hfl„dles Rocket Records. T- ,tyllsh pair fow days as guests of Mr John 
at ms south of Franco pad to dlscuss life, death, the AU 
shuffle and the music biz. Well at least they weren't wearlng sarongs liko David Beckham, another recent guest chez 
El,on. We ail know what happened to hlm. 

Remember where you 
heard it: Okay, Sean and 
Julian have both followed 
their old men in to the 
record business. But 
surely traveilers to that 
great Mancunian fayre ITC will be in for 
an even bigger treat when another son 
of a great unveils his piectrum at the 
event. Dooley won't spoil the surprise, 
but this one's a reai 20th Century 
boy.,.Last time Dooley was in Strauss 
Zelnick's office a few months ago he 
had a teach-yourself-German book in 
his briefcase. Looks like those lessons 
paid off handsomely for BMG's new 
Worldwide music chief.Jnteresting story 
about one Benjamin Pell, hacker to the 
stars, in the current issue of Punch. 
Most interesting of ail is what the 
"satiricai" magazine left out. Why could 
that be?...Chrysalis boss Chris Wright 

9 

promises big things 
for the company's 
30th birthday bash 
next month. Procul 
Harum's Gary 
Booker is readying a 
top session band 
that will back 
assorted Chrysalis 
stars belting out 
their hits from the 
past three décades, 
while guests will be 
able to sample 
culinary delights 
from each decade - 
Indian for the 
Sixties, Italian for 
the Eighties and 
Pacific Rim for the 
Nineties...Now it can 

be revealed how new London boss 
Laurie Cokell got into the music biz. He 
was playing rugby in the early Eighties 
and wanted a job that wouldn't make 
too many demands on his time for 
booze and scrums. The music business 
- as a sales rep - seemed idéal...BP1 
director général John Deacon was left 
fuming a few weeks back when the BBC 
interviewed him about the recent 
Which? report, but failed to incorporate 
his interview in the broadcast 
programme, adding that no-one from the 
music business 
wouid comment on 
pricing. However, the 
scourge of the Cook 
Report had sweet 
revenge after 
receiving a grovelling 
apology from the 
BBC's chief 
executive news Tony 
Hall, who claims to 
have reprimanded ail 
those 
involved .Catch V2 Music school before qualifying as a doctor. Now ail it seems to take is to get ., . , v yourself on a TV programme and they automalically issue you with your Publishmg at tneir new own stelhoscope. AbolJt to give DR FOX a run for his money is PHIL 
address from Monday. SWERN - not the sort you'd expect to be giving out specimen bottles - Tho crrni m iq moving from ^hSTïanded the rôle as^iatom^p on ITWsnew Saturday morning show The group IS moving cmtv-//l IVE. Rechristened DR POP, he donned his smartest tie to join 
its Holland Park Avenue forces last Monday (July 27) with, from left to right, ANT, executive offices to 99c Talbot producer CONOR MCANALLY, présenter CAT, DEC and producer RIC BLAXILL for the m  . . 

Road, West 11. The téléphoné number 
has not been changed... Former Asda 
music king Steve Gallant must have 
known he was on to a hiding to nothing 
when he decided to attend the 
supermarket's music and video 
présentation last Wednesday in his new 
guise as PolyGram commercial chief. 
First to turn on him at the Planet 
Hollywood bash was his old chief exec 
Alan Leighton who, suitably dressed in 
Brazil shirt and baseball cap, joked he 
had already declined a request from the 
PolyGram man for his job back... 
Meanwhile, Leighton made the most of 
having some big record company 
movers and shakers in front of him by 
plugging one of his favourite new bands: 
Sophomore. His son happens to be a 
member...Which high-profile Mercury 
nominee had to rely on a phone call 
from none other than Dooley to hear 
that they had been nomihated for a 
prize because their company's director 
of communications forgot to relay the 
message?...Which up-and-coming 
broadcaster is considering quitting his 
day-time A&R job because of other work 
pressures?...Elsewhere within the same 
company a sister label may soon bring 
new définition to its A&R team...The BPI 
needs more sponsors for its "holes" 
golf day in aid of fighting music piracy 
on August 26 at Foxhills, Surrey. Interested 

parties 

to spend 
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The Digital Génération of HIT CD Listening Stations with visible 
spinning dises now responds even better to the demands of the industry 
and customers alike. Robustly built and designed for Retail use, they are 
easy to operate with full touch sensitive controls. They are theftproof and 
feature the new Lift headphones with an automatic Stop & Go System, 
proving once again that LIFT HIT Listening Stations are second to none. 
HIT Stations are available in a variety of configurations: with one, two, 
three, five or six CD drives in horizontal or vertical formats, with a range 
of stock and display components to suit. 
Additionally, designs and colours can be tailored to spécifie requirements. 

U.K.: Lift (UK) Ltd. Triangle Business Park. Wendover Road, Stoke Mandeville, Bucks HP 225BL Tel,; 01296/615151, Fax: 01296/612 865, e-mail; info@lift-uk.co.uk 
Headoffice: Lift Systems, POB 23, A-1052 Vienna, Austria. Tel.; +43-1-587 38 38, Fax: +43-1-587 45 09 LIFT. 

Systems with future. 


